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ABSTRACT
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S/E-related employ ut Chapter three presents the 1982 and 1987
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FOREWORD

Recent changes in the supply-demand balance for scientists and en-
gineers have increased interest in projections. By the early seventies warn-
ings that a significant number of new science and engineering doctorates
would be unable to find employment related to their education displaced
the concerns of the preceding decade that the United States would have
too few of these highly trained people to meet national goals. Contng near
the start of a new decade, this latest NSF study projects to 1982 and 1987
the balance between the supply of doctoral scientists and engineers and
their science and engineeling-related utilization.

As indicators of possible futures, these pi ojections are intended to be
used by planners and po:icymakers as tools to anticipate potential prob-
lems and opportunities. They can also be useti by students as general
indicators of the types of future opportunities available in broad fields of
science and engineering. The analysis supporting the projections may aiso
help the.yeader develop a better understanding of the dynamics ot the doc-
toral labor market. It should be recognized, however, that projection models
produce forecasts that are sensitive to assumptions and methodological
limitations. Therefore, users should focus on broad features of the pojec-
lions and not attribute a false sense of precision to numerical values.

The current projections are the fourth in a series initiated by the Na-
bowl Science Foundation in 1969. Throughout this decade, successive
NSF projections have reflected continuous irmrovements in both methoes
and data bases. This report incorporates a significant number of technical
changes. The most invortant one involves feedtvck from the doctoral la-
bor market to the production of new doctorates. Although there have been
changes in methods and certain data trends especially those involving
the availability of R&D fundsit is notable that the overall results of the
new NSF projections are generally consistent with thLse produced four
years ago and are also consistent with more recent projections developed
by the Bureau of Labor Statistics.

Charles E. Falk
Director

Division of Science Resources
April 1979 Studies
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SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

Projections presented in this report indicate that about 17 percent (or
70,000) of all science and engineering (WE) doctorates in the 1987 full-
time labor force may not be employed in S/E positions. (The Bureau of
Labor Statistics projects an equal gap between supply and "tradi-
tional" utilization of S/E doctcwates. See appendix A-3.) On the basis
of current labor force statistics, however, it is expected that nosily all of
the 70,000 will be emloyed. By comparison, only 25,000, or 9 percent
of the full-time S/E Ph.D. labor force, held non-SIE jobs or were unem-
ployed in 1977.' Non-S/E utilization is projected in this report to ramie
in 1987 from about 9 percent in the physical sciences to a high of 21
percent in mathematics. Non-S/E utilization in engineering, arxt the so-
cial sciences is projected to be 19 percent in that year, whereas the
estimated figure for the life sciences is 16 percent (table 1).

Table 1. Proportions of fug-tints StE doctorates who
we projected kr be in non-WE-related positions in

1987

Field Percent

Total 17

Physical sciences cj-
Engineering . 19
Mathematics . . ....... 21

Lite sciences ........ . 16

Social sciences 19

Source National Science Foundation

These projections reinforce the conclusion of an earlier NSF stud? that
a substantial rrsrtier of new S/E doctorate recipients through the mid-
eighties are unlikely to find work in areas related in their training. This
new study concludes that about 25 percent ot 1977-87 S/E doctorate
recipients may not be employed in S1E-related activities in 1987.3

This includes about 3.000 olio mire unemployed. Data from the 1915 Survey of Doctoral Sclurthsts ano Eng,
news indrcate that about 90 percent of St doctorates holdmg non.St lobs dad so on a voluntwy bars*

Nabonal Score* Foundron. Protections ot Science end Engineering Doctorate Supply and Uleiletron. 7980
ono 1085 (NSF 75-301) (Washington, D.C. 20402. Supt. of Documents. U S. Government Punting Office).

This prowled 1907 rate of non-St utrkzation /*wanes that ad SE doctorates who are currently employed in
St 'Ws iell remain in St jobs 01 leave the labor force The prowled non-S E utihratron rate will be smaller if scene
of these currentty employed St doctorates move to non-St jobs

vii
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The full-time SiE doctoral labor force (supply) is projected to increase
during the 1977-87 projection period by almost 50 percent to about
410.000.

The numbei of full-time SiE-related positions (utilization) held by doc-
torates is projected to grow over the same period by 35 percent to about
340,000. Industrial R&D utilization of S/E doctorates is projected to ex-
pand by 1987 to almost 70,000 39 percent over 1977, primarily as a
lesult of expected growth in FAD funding. In contrast. S..E doctoral fac-
ulty utilization over the same period is projected to grow only 11 percent
to about 145,000.

New (1977-87) doctorates in all broad fields in S/E positions are ex-
pected to be less concentrated in academia than were SI doctorates
in the 1977 labor force-57 percent for the latter vs. 35 percent for the
former. New SiE doctorates are pro;ected to be more concentrated in
nonprofit organizations 7 percent for the 1977 labor force vs. 16 per-
cent for new doctorates. and in industry 25 percent of the 1977 labor
force vs. 32 percent of new doctorates
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The number of new StE baccalaureates and doctorates produced dur-
ing the 1977-87 period are projected to be 20 percent and 23 percent
larger, respectively, than corresponding totals of the preceding 11 .y3sr
period, 1966-76. The projections of doctoral degrees Pc6:06.1d in this
report were produced with an econometric model that relates the num-
ber of doctoral awards to labor market conditions.
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INTRODUCTION

This report provides projections of the supply and utilization of doctoral
scientists and engineers through 1987. The study, the fourth in a series
Ma! began in 1969, uses a new approach that explicitly incorporates the
effect of the domestic market for highly trained S/E personnel upon the
numbers of S/E doctorates awarded by American universities. In this im-
proved approach, market conditions are assumed to affect the projected
proportions of both S/E baccalaureates who enter graduate school and
graduate enrollees who earn doctorates.

The projected 1982 and 1987 supplies of doctorates in each broad
S/E fiekr are the summation of three components. The first is composed
of those members of the 1977 doctoral labor force who are projected to be
still employed at the later dates. The second component, about equal in
size to the first, is doctorate recipients for 1977 through 1982 and 1983
through 1987. Before their inclusion in the projected supply, these esti-
mates of future degree-recipients are adjusted to reflect the emigration of
non-U.S. residents and any field-switching of the remaining new doctorates
as they take their first jobs after graduation. The third, and smallest, corn-
ponent is the estimated number of future Ph.D. immigrants.

Estimates of future utilization, disaggregated both by sector of employ-
ment and S/E field, are based primarily upon projection equations which
link demano factors (R&D spending and S/E bachelor's degrees') to the
utilization of scientists and engineeers. The parameters of these equations
are estimated using multiple regression techniques. The projected balance
between supply and utilization in 1982 and 1987 is obtained by comparing
estimated future supplies with projected numbers of S/E-related jobs avail-
able in each of these two years.

Several factors which have \changed since the last report, prepared
four years ago, strongly affect the\turrent projections. For example. indus-
trial R&D expenditures have begun to grow again after having been fairly
constant in real terms from 1970 :o 1976. Other changes include a sharp
fall in undergraduate degrees in the social sciences and an acceleration in
the long-term upward trend in life sciences baccalaureates. In addition,
information from a recent survey, supported by NSF and completed since

The five bwad S fields discussed in this !mon are engineering the life sciences the mathematical sciences,
the physical scsenzes. and the sociai !,ciences Sev appendo A 4 for the composition of these brciad fields

Bacheloi s degrees serve in the model as an irides ,tf teaching loads

the last supply and utilization report, allows more reliable estimation of the
proportim of new S/E hires in academia who will have doctorates.3

Limitations
In interpreting the information presented in this report, it should be

remembered that projections are condftional forecasts incorporating a
number of assumptions about the future. If these assumptions are changed,
the results of the projections would be altered.

The analysis in this report contlims trend extrapolation, when justified
by expectations that factors determining past trends are likely to remain
unchanged during the projection period, with econanetric models. An ob-
vious hazard of trend extrapolation is that past tendencies may not con-
tinue because of unexpected events. In the econometric models, statistical
relations between dependent and independent variables, such as between
employment of scientists and engineers and industrial R&D spending, are
derived from regression analysis. The use of such analyses presents diffi-
culties similar to those of trend extrapolation. For example, pertinent fac-
tors may be omitted from regressions either through lack of knowledge or
because of data limitations, thereby causing possible bias in the estimated
parameters.

In view of these limitations, a false sense of precision should not be
attributed to the numerical values presented in this report. Despite these
caveats, the general supply/utilization relationships proiected are believed
to be representative of what would occur under the assumptions stated in
the text. The projection results are similar to those derived by the Bureau

of Labor Statistics.4
A final caveat concerns the high degree of aggregation in the reported

projections. Each major area of science and engineerirv includes specific
disciplines (e.g., physics, economics, electrical engineering) that can differ
in their supply and utilization balance from the aggregate balance. Thus, it
must not be assumed that projections for a broad area of science (e.g.,
physical sciences) are necessarily applicable to individual disciplines.5

frank J Me's.* and kane I. Gombetg Nese Full,Tone Faculty 1976-77 Hong Patterns by Fceld and Edu-
catonai Attainment 11Nashtngton. 0 C American Council on Education. March 1978 )

Douglas Braddock. Oversupply of Ph Ds to Continue through 1985. AdontNy Labor Review. Ocl 1978, pp
48 50

NSF prowls by broad SI field because too little is currently known about interkeld mobilitv to make further
breakdowns by individual S E lie1ds very meaningful

xi



Chapter I. SUPPLY OF SCIENCE/ENG1NEERING DOCTORATES

This chapter describes the methcd used to project the 1982 and 1987
supplies of doctoral scientists and engineers in each of the five fields. The
basic projection method consists of adjusting 1977 doctoral SIE stocks for
projected flows into and out of those stocks. The following steps summa-
rize the procedures for estimating the 1987 supply of doctorates by iield:

1977 cloctorid labor force
plus

1977-87 doctoral awards
less

1977-87 emigration
plus

1977-87 immigration
plus

adjustments for 1977-87 field mobility
less

1977-87 deaths and retirements
equals

1987 doctoral labor force

The 1982 stock is estimated with comparable procedures.

The first section concerns doctoral awards which are projected using
a model that links student decisions regarding graduate school attendance
and completion to employment opportunities for new doctorates. Appendix
A-2 provides more detail on the model and preserts the equationo wh;ch
comprise the projection model. The remaining sections deal with (1) pro-
jections of international mobility, (2) adjustments for differences between
field of degree and field of employment for some doctorates, and (3) esti-
mation of future doctoral deaths and retirements.

Doctoral Degrees
Projections of new degrees are based on analysis of historical data

linking the supply of SIE doctoral graduates by broad field to labor market
conditions. As economic theory suggests, improved opportunities for ob-
taining employment elicit greater participation in doctora; study, although a
lag of several years may separate responses in the number of graduates
from market changes!' The historical links between market conditions, stu-

" The relationships described here *ere estimated using multwaria$e regression analysis FEN details see appen
am A 2 p 26

dent behavior, and graduate SCI °of output provide the basis for this re-
port's projections of SIE -dockwal degrees thteugh 1987. It is assumed
that these links will continue to have the values they have had in the past,
e.g., a given change in the market for doctoral mathematicians will champ
completion rates for graduate students in mathematics by the same num-
ber of percentage points in the projection period as it did in the past. The
following diagram is a schematic representation of the model for projecting
such awards.7

Demand for new docto-
rates (Industlial R&D
spending and junior faculty
openings in universities
and coffeges)

Doctoral degree projection model

(

(Number of doctorates
Suppty of nEw doctorates

awarded)

Market conditions (Percent Student choices (Percent
of new doctorates who are---oof baccalaureates enrolhog
seeking but have not found ( I in graduate school and
emptoyment) percent of enrollees earn-

ing doctorates)

Nole Variables are in parentheses Signs Nub of minus refer to direction of influence exerted by variables

Whereas market conditions influence career choices of some students
at both the undergraduate and graduate levels, the effects of such condi-
tions appear to be stronger at the latter level where the market appears to
affect student educational choices at two points. These are the stage at
which the new baccalaureate elects whether to enter graduate school and
the stage at which the enrollee decides whether to complete graduate train-
ing and earn a doctorate.

Although ail vanables are measured separately in each S E field this diagram represents
S E herds

modet for all frve
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At the first stage, the proportion of baccalaureates enrolling in gradu-
ate school by sex arxl broad field° is statistically related to an index of the
availability of jobs for doctorates. This index, derived from the Foundation-
sponsored annual Survey of Earned Doctorates, reports, bY field, the Per-
centage in a given year of those who are about to receive doctorates who
are seeking employment but have not found definite positions.° This index,
SEEK, was used as an independent variable in equaticms explaining the
annual percentages of baccalaureates in a field going on to graduate
school." Additional independent variables fourx1 to be related to graduate
school enrollment rates were the number of baccalaweates awarded in a
field, the number of men drafted for military service, and a simple linear
trend variable." Synchronous values were used for all variables, i.e., no
variables were lagged or led. Starting salaries, another possible index of
market conditions, were not used in these projections because starting sal-
ary data at the doctoral level were limited to a few fields (appendix A-2,
p 29),

Unlike enrollment in graduate school, the decision to complete gradu-
ate training is not necessarily made at a discrete and fixed time. However,
an assumption that such a "choice is made two years after the start of grad-
uate study permits relating completim rates (measured in percents of stu-
dents beginning study at year t) to employment opportunities (indexed by
SEEK at year t-f 2). Strong correlation between the market and completion
rates were found for all fields and both sexes except for women in the
social sciences. With this exception, SEEK alone explained at least three-
fourths of the variation in completion rates.°

At the undergraduate level, the market exerts strong, clearly identified
effects only on engineering students. Therefore, only engineering bacca-

Female engineers were excluded from the analysis because there have been few graduates
Forms for Mrs survey are completed throughout the year Tabulations by the National Academy ot Sciences.

which adminrsters the survey, sheer that the distrithition of survey responses by month of completion has not varied
muct. since (ne survey was begun in 1958

° Sixteen observations of SEEK were used kir the period 1960.75
This is Included to account for factors tvhich are not represeMed in the equations and which are related to time.

e . they ether increase or decrease wen the passage ot lime The trend variable takes the value of one lei the first
observation, two for the second et

2

laureates are projected with a market-related method similar to that used
for doctoral dagrees.'2 The limited role of the market in determining under-
graduate science degrees can be illustrated by two examcdes. The number
of baccalaureates in the life sciences has irxreased almost every year
since 1961, irrespective of relative employment opportunities. For the so-
cial sciences the market seems to have an effect only after a lag. The
number of baccalaureates in this `woad field did not begin to fall until 1975,
although many holders of such degrees had difficulty finding jobs as early
as the late sixties. These examples suggest that noneccmomic factors may
play a major, arwl perhaps a dominant, role in the decisions of many un-
dergraduates regarding study in the sciences."

The projections for the four science fields assume that trends existing
as of 1976 in the numbers of bwcalaureate degrees awarded by field and
sex will continue through 1987. The rate of change, however, is assumed
to be one-half the current rate." The assumption that existing trends will
continue is based on the judgment that the factors that produced them will
still be operational during the projection period. These include a continued
shortage of jobs for social sciences baccalaureates and'continued growth
in female participation in scieme and engineering. The decision to reduce
the rate of change was made because the projection of historical rates
produced clearly unreasonable reiults. For example, if the rate of growth
for life science baccalaureates does not moderate, almost 200,000 under-
graduate degree awards would be made in 1987, or 2.6 times as many as
were awarded in 1976.

1 For ties report engineering baccalaureate protections from the Center for Pobcy AlternebveS. Massachusetts
Moue of Technology, were adjusted and used as input to the engineering Ph El protecbons (Unpublished report of
SRS grant 76-22596 A01-)

" The fact that many undergraduates change fields when they enter graduate or professional schoel would make
testing of thos hype:theta difficult

Trends were assumed to begin either in 1960 or whenever the number ol baccalaureate awards began a Cleo
period of growth or deckne The only exception is male social science baccalaureates where a 1972-76 pencre is
used rather than 1974-70. Although degrees cad not begin to drop until 1974. the fait was so precipitous that use of
the 1974-76 period as a oasis for extrapolation eould lead to extremely low protections of 1987 mate social science
baccalaureates The fotrowing years mark the beginreng of the vends used in protection of baccalaureate degrees
Physical sciences, men 1966 and women 1969, mathematical scientists. men and wornsn 1970. life sciences,
men and women 1960. social sciences. men - 1972 and women - 1974

21



The decision to halve existing rates was based upon the Nstorical re-
lationship between S/E baccalaureates and the sum of ail baccalaureates
and first-professional degrees. The number of science baccalaureates
projected for 1987 using the attenuated rates was added to the number of
engineering baccalaureates projected for that year with the market-related
approach. The result was then =pared to the National Center for Eck,-
cation Statistics projection of the 1987 sum of bachelor'i degrees in all
fields plus first-professional decrees. The NSF projectiors of .how many of
these degrees would fail in S/E fiekls was within the narrow historical
band---28.2 percent to 31.8 percentformed by such proportions in the
past 21 years.

.4

International Mobility
Manpower flows between Ow United States and thc rest cd the world

affect the size of domestic S/E Ph.D. labor force. The most imortant flow
is the return abroad of foreign citizens who have esimid American doctor-
ates. The nuotier of new SIE doctorates with. temporary visas probithly
best irKlicates those degree recipients who expect to leave this country
permanently. In the period 1974-77 about 2,600 doctorate* a year, or
about 15 percent of SIE doctorates, were earned by theme on tempcwary
visas. The distrtiutkon of these individuals by sex and field dkl not vary
Teeth/ during these years. The projections assume that the annual num-
bers of students ort temporary visas who earn doctorates through 1987 will
be ewe, to the 1974-77 averages" and that all such students will leave
this country upon ("adulation.* For this reason, the estimated numbers of
future doctorates earned by those with temporary visa status are sub-
tracted from projected total doctoral awards by field and sex before the
latter are included in the 1982 and 1997 labor forces." It is also assumed
that only insignificant nurthers of doctorate recipients with American citi-
zenship or permanent visas will emigrate."

The annual inflow of scientists and engineers trained abroad offsets
much of the loss of foreim citizens who receive their graduation training
here. The mold recent evadable data descrthing the level of &fixation of
immigrants are from a special study of thode receiving Rirmanent visas in
1964-69. This study reported the proportions of foreign-trained entrants
with doctorates by field." By assuming, that these Proportions have not
changed since 1964-69, estimates were made of the numbers of immi-
grants with doctorates in 1974-76. It is assumed that the number of Ph.D.
immigrants in each field entering this country yearly throucfi 1987 will

Ties sesumphon re bead on the expectation Met American educakon eel roan ds current high standing
retetWe to Mar in other manes. The largest absolute chimge during 1974-77 mine numbers of doctorate: earned
by those on temporary vine wee in engineering where the total dropped from 810 in 1975 to 773 in 1977 NaCcnal
Research Coiarcil Summary Report Doctorate Riropmnfa tram Urged Sawa Univarsdias, annual. (Washington,
D.C.).

* If students on temporary vows remain m this counky they must Switch to a permanent visa m which case they
are included in wenigracm totals. Such visa changes are reflected in Me estimates of fame ornmogration by field

" Lack ol dies on cdizenship and visa status of SS students prevented exclusion of Wrap students from the
model before the doctoral award stage

Sewed tabulekons from the Netraial Research Council indices that cwt. 4 percent al U S. cdizens earning
SiE doctorate in 1977 planned to locate outside the U.S. after graduidion This included those mho would study
abroad or pa the POEMS Corps. as wee as others who were planning to return to ltes country after temporwy rem-
dence abroad. About 11 percent of combined U S. and loregn okzens PAM U.S doctorates planned to local abroad,

National Science Foundation. knmogranf Scanlon and Enganaera in the UMW Salm i A Study of Charm:kir-
lace and Mendes (NSF 73-302) (Washington. D C. 20402 Supt of Documents. U.S. Government Prevail() Office)

.dz
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equal these estimated average annual figures for 1974-76." The latter
assumption is of fairly minor importance in the overall projections. A 10-

, percent change in doctoral immigrants changes the projected 1987 doc-
toral labor force by 0.5 percent.

Field, Mobility
Many scientists and engineers work in fields other than those in which

they eamea their doctoral degrees. These movements must be considered
in any projection of supply by field. A National Academy of Sciences (NAS)
study documents the extent of such mobility for Ph.D.'s active in 1973.2'
Since then, NAS studies of more racent data have found that these 1973
patterns of mobility have persisted.22 The projected supply of new scientists
and engineers has been adjusted to reflect the pattern of field-switching
observed for the 1973 doctoral labor force." This adjustment method as-
sumes (1) all field-switching occurs immediately after receitthe doctor-
ate and (2) mobility after 1977 will remain stable at 1973 els. These
assumptions are necessary because the NAS studies deal with cumulative
mobility and do not indicate when individuals change fields or how often
they switch. The effects of these adjustments for mobility on projected
1987 supplies of doctorates are relatively small, ranging from a little more
than 1 percent in the life sciences to 7 percent in the mathematical sci-
ences.

Attrition
Those who were employed in 1977 and who continue working during

the projection period constitute a principal component of the 1982 and
1987 supplies cf doctoral scientists.and engineers. Attrition from -the labor
force may result from death, retirement, or voluntary withdrawal.

t't The doctoral averages twee as follows Physical scientists. 500. engineers. 400, mathematical scientists. 300,
de scientists. 300. and social saentists. 250 Scatrasts and engmeers ivere classified as being in shrstage massy
tans until 1973 Uniess this claasiticaton is restored. SE immigraton os unlikely to retain to the high 1967 72 levels

t' National Research Council Fold Aloha* ot Doctoral Scientists end Engineers (Washington() C.. Decembet
19751

" National Research Council Doctoral Scientists end Engineers in the Wood States. 1973 and 1975 Profiles
and Sconce, Engtneering. and ?emanates Doctorates in the United Sates, 1977 Prot* (Washington. D.0

" This is done by multpiying each v8001 of annual SiE doctoral swords by had by ia matrix representing the
1973 crampoon of all active doctorates by tied of degree and lend of empiowneni

4 2 4

Table 2. Emanated combined &sib and redrunant rates st dastard *dentists and
anghisers by field and sector of employment: 1977-0

Percentsl

Secbar
ol employment

Mathematical
selentle

Life
scientaas

Social
scientists

Academia' .1.5 22 1.6 2.3 15
Business/industry .. 1.6 1,5 2.1 2.6 2.3
Federal Government . . . *1..5 1.5 2.4 2.7 29
Phanprolit . . 1.5 1.5 2.1 3.0 2.9

' Rates darned atter applying ege-speadic mortatty rates te estimated Fir7 age chetnbution and assuming that
tawny Mire at age 66

Source: National Scrapes Foundation

Losses from the 1977 doctoral labor force, summarized in table 2,
were projected on the basis of information, most of which is unpublithed,
from the Teachers Insurance and Annuity Association (TIAA) and the Bu-
reau of Labor Statistics (BLS). For college staff, estimates of future losses
from death were matte using age-specific mortality data from TIM and
estimates of the age distrbution of faculty in 1973 from an American Coun-
cil on Education survey. The projections amnia that retiretne, for faculty
will occur at age 66. This assumption was based on TIM information on
when faculty begin to receive annuities." Recent Federal legislation raising
the mandatory retirement air may result in a higher average acachamic
retirement age after lily 1, 1982. The possible effect of this legislation is
unclear because some evidence" indicates that many faculty have re-
cently teruled to retire earlier than faculty thd in the past. For doctorateb in
other sectors, 3LS estimates of 1979 death and retirement rates for spe-
cific occupations, e.g., bioiogists, economists, chemical engineers, were
used to estimate attrition behftven 1977 and 1987. The BLS rates were not
specified by degree level (table 2)."

" Teachers Insurance and Annuity Association. The Partioaront (Nos York. January 1976) Annual deaths and
retirements at 1977 faculty were calcutaled using the mtormatian above. The faculty annum rates reported in table 2
vase derived attar Mose calculations. These derived rales are presented tor purposes of ccimperability with rates tat
other sectors that vvere used direct), in the celculabon at &Man in those seams

" 'The Woad ot Federal Reid anent Legislation in tegher Education. A Report al the Special Commies on Age
Discrimination and Retirement. MUP SepKimber 1976, pp 161-192

I. The rates in Wile 2 are those whisky used in cikkxtlaW1g attrition of doctorates in nonacadernk sectors In
some cases attrition rates tor a broad field are not the same in different nonacademic sectors because Waft held
rates were derived by weighting rates tor speak bocuestiens (e.g , chamois and geologists) and sectors dotter m the
employment distribute:in al these occupations.
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Table 3. Full-Ume lidtor force of doctoral scientists and engineers: 1982 and 1987

I In thousands

Derivation of 1982 and 1987
labor force

ErVoyed full-time in 1977
FuN-time entrants. 1977-82 ..

Graduates' .

Part-time of not seeking
employment

Net migration

Total
I Physical

sciences Engineering

1982

Math-
ematical
sciences

277 69 44 20
110 19 19 7

114 20

;

knmigratton 10
a

3 3
Emigration 16 3 5 1

Attrition 29 5 7
1962 full-time labor force 352 83 25

1%17

Full-time entrants. 1983-87 102 10 20 6
Graduates' 106 19 2
Part-time or not seeking
employment

Net migration 5

Immigration 8 2
Emigration 13 4

Attrition 36' 6 4 3

1907 full-time labor force 412 95 72

COrreded tor beldtsvottung
Note Detail may not add to totals because of rounding
Source National Science Foundation

Life
sciences

Sepal
sciences

_

70
29
30

1

2 -2
2 2
4 4

4
9 9

08 97

37

28
29

1

_3_

103'
12

113

Projected Sumly
In summery, the projected 1982 and 1987 full-time doctoral labor

forces (Wale 3) equal the 1977 full-time kthor force, less estimated future
losses from death arxl retirement, plus all projected 1977-82 arvi 1983-
87 ,4. of SIE doctorates (adjusted for field-switching), -less doctoral

,..4 earned by thoee on temorary visas, plus projected nunthers of
immigrants with S/E doctorates. In addition, a deduction, not described pre-
viously, is made for the new graduates who are projected either not to enter
the Igor force or to work pad time." (Ttis loss is estimated to be approxi-
mately 8,000 for the 1977-87 period.)

The projected 1987 full-tkne doctoral labor force of 412,000 scientists
and engineers would be almost 50 percent higher than the comparabie
1977 total, the ecprivalent of a compound growth rate d about 4 percent
per year. In contrast, BLS projects that the total civilian labor force will grow
from between 1.9 percent and 2.3 percent ly from 1977 to 1985."
The new projection for total supply in 1987 is c-: to that made for 1985
in the previous supply and utilization report if = latter estimate is adjusted
upward to reflect two additional graduating classes." Projected percentage
rates of growth of the doctoral labor force of scientists and enOneers by
major field is similar to that reported in the previous study with two excep-
tions." The physical sciences now show a higher growth rate, primarily
because of larger projected grackrate school completion rates that push up
estimates of future rkoctoraI degrees. On the other hand, the social sci-
ences are now projected to grow more slowly than estimated before be-
cause much lower current expectations of future undergraduate degrees in
this field would leave a smaller pool of potential graduate enrol

3. is assumed that in 1/82 and 1987 the proportions of new graduates by held who me tether wort pen sone or
MI be unemployed and not seeking employment wall be equal to the correspondong promotions al new graduates in
1977% These proportions changed Mlle ballroom 1973 and 1977 except in the ohysical sciences where they fall from
3 1 percent to 2.4 percert National Science Foundation. Characteristics al AVON* Scientists and Engineers n the
United Sestet 1973 (NSF 75-312) (Weshington. D.C. 20402. Supt. of Documeres. U.S. Government Prating Office)
and 1977 (NW 79-306) (Wastanglon. DC: 20550).

"New Labor Force Protections to 1990. Three Possible Paths." Mar, uy Later Review. December 1978
" National Science Foundation. Promotions al Science and Enfpneerngi Doctorate Supply and tlekzetu..n. 1980

and 1985 (NSF '5-301). op. cit p. 2 (probable model)
The lailigcfose agr- in engineering rakes in large part because new higher expectations of emigration

cancel out the acts of it * protections of dottaral awards

ei
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Chapter II. UTILIZATION OF DOCTORAL SCIENTISTS AND ENGINERS

The first section of this chapter briefly describes the utilization of doc-
toral scientists and engineers in 1977. With that as background, the next
section explains how 1982 and 1987 utilization estimates were derived by
summing eight categories of S/E-related employment. The two largest of
these, academia and industrial research and development, are projected
with linear equations (presented in appendix A-2), based on historical data,
that relate staffing to demand factors, primarily baccalaureate degrees and
R&D spending.

Extrapolation of past staffing trends in the five smaller nonacademic
categories furnish employment estimates for the remaining sectors, ex-
cluding postdoctorates.

Projections of the numbers of new doctorates who are hired for SI-
related positions by SiE field and category during the projection period are
also discussed in this chapter. The following summarizes the components
of the model used to project doctoral hireS:

1987 doctoral utilization
less

1977 doctoral utilization
plus

1977 87 deaths and retirements
equals

1977 S7 doctorates hired

Hiring for 1977 -82 is projected using comparable components.

1977 Utilization
There were about 300.000 doctoral scientists and engineers in the

United States in 1977 (table 4). Of these, about 13,000 were retired or
unemployed and not seeking employment. About 3.000 S E dorlorates.
less than 1 percent of the doctoral labor force, were uneMPloyed and seek-
ing work. These deletions left about 285,000 employed S E doctorates, of
whom about 10.000 held postdoctoral positions. Of the 275,000 with per-
manent jobs about 93 percent were in full-time positions. The five broad
StE fields varied somewhat in the prevalence of part-time employ-
ment. with the social sciences having the largest percentage, be-
tween 4 percent and 5 percent. and engineering the smallest.

6

about 1.5 percent employed part-time. Whereas there was little in-
terfield variation in rates of unemployment, the proportions engaged
in postdoctoral study in the physical and life sciences were much
higher than in other fields.

In 1977 universit-es and colleges accounted for 57 percent of em-
ployed doctoral scienti:;ts and engineers, including those who worked part
time or had non-S/E jits32 (table 5). About one in four of all employed
doctoral scientists and engineers worked in industry, either in research and
development or other activities. The Federal Government had the third
largest employment share with between 4 percent and 9 percent of those
employed in each broad field. The remaining large category of employers
was nonprofit institutions which accounted for between 4 percent and 11
percent. Such employment was concentrated in the social sciences, mainly
because of the over 5,000 Ph.D. pt ychologists who worked in hospitals
and clinics.

Job opporiunities and changing career interests lead some S/E doc-
torates to take employment outside their field of training (table 6). The frac-
tion switching fields at some point after receiving their doctorates ranged
in 1977 from one-fourth in the physical sciences to one-seventh in the life
sciences. These frac ons include those who moved within S'E fields as
well as those taking n-S/E employment. The latter iotaled about 23,000,
including part-time brkers. Of the five categories of S/E doctorates, phys-
ical and social sciethists showed the highest proportions in non-SE activi-
ties. Unpublished NSF data from the Survey of Science and Engineering
Doctorates indicate that only a small fraction of those who leave science
and engineering were unable to find SIE positions. Much of the lose from
SIE doctorates not working in science and engineering in 1977 was com-
pensated for by non-S!E doctorates taking S'E positions. This is particu-
larly true in the social sciences where three-fourths of all individuals with
non- S. E doctorates who hold S E jobs were employed."

f' LP. 'MA' ' ;kW " .. s t ;Iart v1A., '

'1 fIti encvtd,
trliv ,14)1f111f, lq ahtf : A .4 :q.t. -a,' 4,r,( 4.1

ISO!, ft,f ;1'' ;Kg! iltet I .f V firtf11,0vrivg !to,

,., .,e. .4 ,(1( ,i. ; t., of? 11,11 1,0,1}1- Ri

.1t. 3 ...ft r ' ' " i t ti ..411 '4.11'tffiX r'if",riff1 1,1/111 vfef

4 '



Table 4. Labor force and emOoyment status of sciencelengineering
doctorates by field of dewee: 1977

Employment Physical 'Mathematical
status I Total 1 sciences I Engineenng sciences

Total in population
Not in labor force'
Total in labor force

E mployed

Full time

In scierice or engr
Other

Part time

In science or
engineering

Other

Postdoctorates
Unemployed

Total in labor force

Employed

Full time

In ,,cience or
engineering

Other

Part fitnf:

In ,,cience of
engineering

Other

Postdoc irate,"
Unemployed

In thousands

ide
sciences

Sooal
sciences

-,.

303 76 47 21 78 82
13 4 1 1 5 3

71 45 21 73 78

275 68 45 20 67 75

267 66 44 20 65 72

245 60 42 19 61 63
6 3 1 4 8

1

8 1 1

6 1 1 2 3
1 -- 1

10 3 5 1

3 I 1 1 1

Percent distnbution

100 100 10=1 100

214 95 98 99

93 93 97 27

85 84 92 92
8 9 6 5

3 2 i 1 2

2 1 2

3 4

1 2 1 1

100 100

91 97

89 93

84 82
5 11

imomori
2 5

2 4

7 1

1

Retired or tint wrigmq employmtmt
Note Details may hot acid to totals bet au.,e 01 !I/. Inonq and omission of ategory

e Natuinai Sc F oundation

3fi

No Report

Table 5. Science/englneering dockwates by sector of employment and
field of degree: 19771

Sector of
employment Total

PhysiCal
sciences Engineering

Mathematical
sciences

Lite Social
soences sciences

Total

Academic

Regular staff'
Postdoctorates

BUSH16ssiindustry.
Nonprofit Institutions .

Federal Government ..
Other government

Acaciemic

In thousands

285 71 45 20 72 76
4a I

163 34 16 14 47 52

153 31 16
,

14 42 51

10 3 5 1

a

72 26 23 4 10 8
19 3 2 5 9
21 6 4 1 7 4

10 1

1 L 3 1

Percent distribution

Regul staff
Post orates

Buslnies..4 industry
Nor/profit institutions
Federal Government
Other government

11

11

5
4

' Includes part-tene workers
Includes staff of federally funded .esearch and development ranters and 2.000 elementary and secondary

school Stan
Note Detail may not add to totals because of rounchng
Source National Science FounClabon

5
7



Table 6. Field mobility of employed doctond scientists and engineers: 19771

ield of
degree

Total
number Total

Physical
sciences

Physical sciences . 62,947 100.0 74.4
Engineering . 33.303 100.0 6.0
Mathematical

sciences 12.589 100.0 .7
Life sciences 55.295 , 100.0 51
Social sciences 51.223 100.0 .5
Nonsoences 7.734 100.0 4.1

Includes par -trrne workers
Note Percents may no add to 100 because of rounding

Field &employment

Percent distribution

Metwitatical
Engineering sciences

8.5 1.8
80.7 ' 5.5

4.7 lt3.7
.8 .2
4 11

2.5 10.7

Life
sciences

SOcial
sciences Nonscience report

3.3
88.4

3.6
4.7

.5 6.3 2.4

.4 4.2 1.9

1.1 4.7 1.7
.8 3.3 *.2

83.3 10.2 2.2
76.0 .0 1.9

Sources National Research Council and Nahonal Science Foundation. Spread of doctorates with nonscience degrees based on 1975 !SRC report.
Fielid Mobility of Experienced Scientists and Engineers

3 2
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1982 and 1987 Utilization

The Protection Model
The projections of S/E-related full-time doctoral utilization treat aca-

demic federally funded research and development centers (FFRDC's) per-
sonnel separately from the main body of academic staff as are postdoctor-
ates. Similarly, doctorates employed in industry who are engaged in
research and developrrent are estimated apart from those who are en-
gaged in other S/E activities. These disaggregations result in the following
eight categories of S/E empkiyment:

Regular academic staff
Academic FFRDC staff
Postdoctoral staff
Industrial R&D staff
Other industrial staff
Federal civilian staff
Other governmental staff"
Nonprofit institutions staff

Estimates of those doctorates who are likely to have non-S/E jobs in
1982 and 1987 were derived by taking the differences between the sums
of these eight categories and the projected iull-time labor forces in each
broad field.

Two considerations determined the method used to project each cat-
egory of doctoral employment, (1) the number of years for which employ-
ment data are available and (2) whether past employment levels could be
explained by reference to a demand factor such as R&D expenditures. For
the two largest employment categories--"(regular) academia" and -indub-
trial R&D"there were sufficient numbers of years of data3s to allow
regression analyses which found strong statistical links between employ-
ment and demand factors. (See appendix A-2, pp.30 and 31 for employ-
ment equations.) The results of those regressions provided a basis for es-
timating future total S/E employment (including nondoctoral). From these
totals, estimates were made, using the methods described below, of the
number of 1977-87 SiE doctorates who are likely to find regular academic
and industrial R&D positions.

For the remaining five categories (excluding postdoctorates). data lim-
itations or the apparent absence of meaningful demand factor-employrrAnt

' !his t,dtegof y includes a small residual less than 600 in 1977 af S E doctorates not elsewhere ciassrfied
Art years rtom 1965 ta 1976 in academia and 19 years. 1%7 to 19/5 for industrial MD

links dictated the use of some other projection method. The chosen pro-
cedure was to extrapolate past trends in doctoral employment by broad field
in each category. The extrapolations assume that conditions which may
have accounted for the recent growth in these categories d utilization, e.g.,
an amp:e supply of new doctorates, will continue in the future. Estimates of
the numbers of new doctorates finding these five types of S/E employment
during the projection period were derived using actual 1977 doctorai staff
totals, estimated attrition rates, and the projected 1982 and 1987 levels of
staffing produced by the extrapolations. (See p 21 for a description of the
projection of postdoctoral positions.)

A few assumptions are implk:it in these projections of utilization. A
steadily expanding economy would be necessary to support the high annual
growth rates in real R&D spending which are used in the projections of R&D
employment in industry. It is also assumed that doctorates currently holding
permanent S/E-related positions will not switch to non-S/E employment. This
assurription is important in projecting the number.of new doctorates finding
S/E positions between 1977 and 1987 (table 7).

Tid2le 7. Projected new doctorates hired for fun-time
science or engineering positions'

fin thousands I

Category of
employment

Total .

Universities and collews
FFRDC s7
Industry RAO ..
Industry. other
Federai GoVernment
Other government
Nonptofit institutions

Total .

...

Univers:ties and colleges
FFROC s'
Industry R&D
Industry. other
Federal Government .

Other government
Nonp/ofit institutions

Total
Physical
sciences Engineering

1977-82

Mathematical
sciences

Life
sciences

67 15 12 3 18

20 4 3 8
1 1

14 6 5 1 2
9 2 2 1 2
7 1 2

3 1 1 1 1

13 1 1 3

61 15

10

2
13

9
7

3

9

5
1

2

198a-87

9 1 3

1 1

1

4 1

2 1

1

Social
sciences

19

4

1

2
2
2
8

16 17

7 I 4

2 1

2 2
2 2
1 2
2 6

f xcludes postdoctOrates
Federally funded reseatch and development t enters admin, i-ted by universities

Note Detail may nal add to kAals because of roundmig
SOurre National Science f oundation

19



Ch Protections
The projections indicate confirmed steady growth in the tdal mrmber

of S/E positions held by doctorates.

. Within these totals, a shift away from the traditional dominance of col-
leges and universities is expected." Academic envdoymentthe sum of
regular positions, postdoctorates, and FFRDC staffmay account tor only
40 percent of all fun-time S/E doctorates in 1987 (table 8). About 23 percent
of S/E doctorates would, according to the projections, wr4ik in industry in
S1E-related positionsthe sum of imiustry, research and development and
industry, otherwith the highest percentages so employed being in engi-
neering, 44 percent, and the physical sciences, 36 percent. No other cate-
gory of S1E employment is projected to account for more than 9 percent of
S/E doctorates either in total or in any of the broad fields with the excEnDtion
of social scientists in nonprofit institutions.

A comparison of the distribution by type of employmnt of the 1977
labor force of S/E doctorates with the distribution 'projected for new docto-
rates holding S/E jobs in 1987 provides a rough indication of employment
shifts. It is estimated that about 130,000, or 70 percent of the 1977-87
new doctorates who enter the full-time labor force, will have regular S/E
positions in 1987 (table 7)? (Of the remaining acklitions to the full-time
labor force about 10,000 would be postdoctorates in 1987 and about
45,000, or 25 percent, would have non-S/E jobs.) Only about one-third of
the S/E-employed are projected to be faculty or wademic FFRDC staff
as conpared to 57 percent of S/E doctorates in the Ithor force in 1977."
The estimated share of the next largest employer, industrial research and
devela,Arnent, is one-fifth as compared to about one-sixth in 1977. The
moil marked expansion is in nonprofit institutions which are projected to
account for about one in six of new S/E-employed doctorates, in contrast

4 The following percentages compare only 1987 SiE employment to the 1987 full-time labor force. These figures
ale not comParehle le those on table 5 winch compare total 1977 doctoral employmert including non-SE, to the 1977
tue-tene work Mice

For purposes of cc :nputatton. this assumes Mal no doctorale envioyed in an SiE position en 1977 mil have a
non-StE pab on 1987 and that only U.S graduates wilt anti* S/E postons duting the protection period The latter
implies that foreign-homed immigrants we hnd only non-SIE emptoyment This method of estunn also assumes
perfect subsbtutaberty ol scientists and engmeeers across age groups and does not consider whethet certain levels
of experience are necessary tor some postbons.

The NO distributions are not strictly comparable. The 1977 figures are percents of an SE doctorates in the tut-
time labor force. including those with non-SE tabs The 1987 hgures refer to percents of 1977-87 graduates.
excluding postdoctorates, who ate protected to hold full-time SIE

10

to orty about one in fifben in 1977. Tlis grwith would =anus 1973-77
trerxis in nonixofit envoloyment." The proiection techniques used in this.
study inthcate that in&ittry may expand its non-R&D rwripkyment of doc-
torates to account fcx 14 parent of new Ph.D.'s engaged in SX activities
in 1987, about dable the 1977 share.

Nalionat Scenes Foundation. Characterisecs al Odaddi Soondsts end &winders mit. Unitid SUM& 1973.
(NSF 75-312). 1975. (NSF 77-309) (Washavton. D.C. 20102: Suit col Documents, U.S. Government PrIneng Office)
and 1977 (NSF 79-30E) (ltashington, D.C.: 20550).
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cademic Staff
The initial step in prcqecting this category of utilizaiorVas to couple

historical relationships, by major field, between fulf-ti academic Staff (ex-
_ cluding those in FFRDC's)" and numbers of baccalaureates aviarded"

(an index of teaching loafs) with NSF wojetions oV degrees to obtain pro-
jected full-time staff by broad field in 1982 and 1987. This step assumes
that past associations between degrees and staff will not change over the
prpjection period. (As explained below, this procedure was not followed for
tty3 secial sciences. See appendix A-2 for a discussion of how use of var-
ious independent variablessuch as baccalaureates in a single broad field
or total StE baccalaureatesin the projection equations affected the proj-
ected staff levels.) These estimates were then adjusted to exclude post-
doctoral sniff..

The next step was to estimate how many 1977 faculty members would
be active in 1982 and 1987 in order to be able to determine how many
new faculty would be required to attain projected levels of fuli-time staff by
'field. In estimating faculty attrition, it was assumed that all 1977 staff would
retire at age 66. Mortality was estimated from unpublished data on death
rates provided by TIM and on age distribution by broad field from ACE.
Subtraction of the 1977 faculty by field, reduced by projected deaths and
retirements, from estimated 1982 and 1987 staff levels produced esti-
mates of faculty hires during the projection period. It was assumed that all
new faculty in doctorate-granting institutions would have Rh.D.'s.42 For 2-

. and 4-year schools, ACE conducted a special survey for this study to ob-
tain estimates by fitld of the proportions 1976-77 appointees who had
or would soon receive doctorates.'" These proportions were increased by
10 'percent to reflect the limited upgrading of staff credentials anticipated
by the respondents to the ACE survey and multiplied by estimated total
hires by broad field and type of institution to project 1977-82 and 1983-
87 appointments of doctorates to 2- and 4-year college faculties.

These historical relationships were derived using time series data which aggregate posidoctorales with regular
academic Marf

' Tht iistorical associations were derived from regression analysts in only one held was it also possible to enter
the number of doctorates awarded into the regressions. primarily because of the collinearly between numbers of
bacheioi k and Ph D degrees

the insufficiency or data on netionwide undergraduate St course enrollment by hetet precluded using enroll-
ments as an Independent reliable in Me regresSions This lack of information also rujed out Ine use of student-faculty
ratios a common method of estimeeng faculty requiremenis

Because of the limited number of observations (8) on academic staff. rt was also . tot possible to inctude academic
R&D spending as an independent variable

" A 1974 NSF study found that nondoctorates heid only 4 per mit of art full time faculty positions in 15 selected
S E holds See National Science Foundation. Young end Senior Science and Enginewing Faculty. 1974 Support,
Research Participator, and Tenure NSF 75-3021 iWashin4lon. 0 C 20402 Supt of Documents, U S Government
Pr I flung Office i

Frank J Atelsek and Irene I. Gomberg New Full-Time Faculty 1976 77 Hiring Patterns by Frew and Edu
cations; Attainment lWastiinglon D C Ami.rican Council on Education. 11,4nrch 1978 )

1 2

The Projected total 1987 doctoral SIE full-lime faculty of 146.000 Is 11
percent. higher than the him for 1977 (table 9). This increase would have
been smaller if social sciences faculty were expected to drop along with
social sciences baccalaureates. Recent NSF surveys," however, found
that staff in this field grew from 1975 to 1977 in spite of a sharp decline in
bachelor's degrees in social sciences. Consequently, it was assumed nun
total social sciences staff will remain constant during the projection period.
Because Of anticipated upgrading, however, doctoral staff is projected to
grow by 5 percent in this field by 1987. The number employed full-time as
mathematital sciences faculty was negatively related to ttm number of bac-
calaureates awarded in tNs field but was positively related to total S/E
bachalorsadegrees, probably reflecting the role of such faculty in teaching
students thajoring in engineering and other fields of science. Because of
this finding, mathematical sciences staff, beth total and doctoral, is proj-
ected to remain roughly unchanged in spite of anticipated declines in bach-
elor's degrees in tN3 mathematical sciences. Doctoral faculty in engineer-
ing is projected to grow slightly, whereas projections for the physical and
life sciences indicate about 20 percent expansion of doctoral faculty by
1987.

" National Science Foundation Detailed Stabstical Tables Aiaripower Resources for Scientific Actrroes at
Universities and Colleges. January 1977 (NSF 77-321) (Washington D C 206601

Table 9. Number end percent change In tull-tIme doctorai
scientiste/englneers employed In universities and 2- end 4-year colleges' by fisid

Field 1977 1982

Percent
change
1977-82 1907

Percent
change
1982-87

Total 131 000 138,000 5 146,000 6
Physical scientists . 24.500 27.000 11 30.000 11

Engneers 12.700 14.000 10 14.000 0
Mathematical scientists 12.600 13,000 3 13.000 0
Life sciertists ... 37.400 4' .000 7 44,000 10
Social soentists . . 43,800 45,000 3 46,000 2

Excludes postdoctor ales and staff of federally funded research and development centers
Note Detail may not add to totals because of rounding
Source National Science Foundation.
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Industrial R&D Staff
In 1977 induStaal R&D positions accounted for 16 percent of full-time

employment of S/E doctorates. This share is projected to be the same in
1987.

Lack of reliable data on the pnwortion of new industrial R&D employ-
ees who have doctorates dictated a change from the order of steps fol-
lowed in projecting doctoral utilization in academia. For research and de-
velopment in industry, estimates of doctoral hires iivere derived from
projections of total employment bf S/E doctorates in 1982 and 1987.

As the first step, the historical relationships between full-time-equiva-
lent (FTE) R&D scientists and engineers and constant-dollar R&D expend-
itures in major industries. e.g., chemical and allied products,45 were statis-
tically estimated using regression analysis (appendix A-2).

Estimates of full-time employment by major industry in 1982 and 1987
were produced by corrlbining the regression results with the Foundation's
estimates of future industrial R&D expenditures by major industry." These
estimates were summed to yield projected total employment (oviirr all in-
düstries and fields) in 1982 and 1987. The proportion of these totals who
would have doctorates was estimated from the comparable 1977 fraction
(.129). This proportion was adjusted by multiplying it by 1.1 to reflect the
limited amount of future staff upgrading anticipated by R&D directors re-
sponding to a recent NSFpoll.47 Multiplying the adjusted fraction (.142) by
the estimated 1982 anti19.87 totals derived above produced projections
of 1982 and 1987 doctoral scientists and engineers for all fields combined.
These projections were then disaggregated according to the 1977 distri-
bution of SIE doctorates by broad field in this category of utilization. (This
assumes that doctoral employment in all fields will rise by the same per-
centage (30) in the 10 years 1977-87). This procedure produced proj3c-
tions of 1982 and 1987 employment of S/E doctorates by broad field in
industrial research and development. in the next step, use of BLS occu-
pation-specific attrition rates allowed estimation of future losses from the
1977 S/E doctoral work force. Those who were projected to be still em-
ployed in 1982 and 1987 from doctoral staffs by field in
those4wo years to yield estimat of the numbers of S/E doctorates hired
in 1977-82 and 1983-87.

lrichistries were specified at Ine 2.digit sit; code level
'National Scierce Foundation I.495 R&D Funding Prqectinns !NSF. 76 314, 1Wagungfon 0 C 20402 Sup!

of Lux umerds U S Government Priming Office, Kecause relatively tew nave parttime fobs in industrial fesearcfi
and development Pie prolections tirop the distinction beNreen FIE and full time employment

' National Science Foundatron Science Resources Studies Highlights, Utilization of Science and Fngineering
Oric fixates lc. IrK/Usindi Research arid DevOoprnent iNSF 7p 3u1i Washington C 20550 April 11 19791
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Other Categories
The remairOng five categories (excluding postdoctorates) of S/E em-

ploymentthe civan convonent of the Federal Government, nonprofit
institutions, that part of industry not included in incksstrial research and de-
velopment, "other govemment,"" and FFRDC's administered by uni-
versitiesaccounted for about 20 percent of the utilization of S/E docto-
rates in 1977. This share is projected to rise to almost 30 percent of the
1987 full-time labor force of S/E doctorates.

A brief summary of current trends demonstrates why these categories
are projected to increase their share of doctmal employment." The Federal
Government, the largest of tbq 1977 emOoyers conskiered here, ac-
counted for about 7 percent of the'1977 labor force of S/E doctorates. Fed-
eral civilian doctoral employment increased from 17,600 to 21,400 between
1973 and 1977 while Federal staffing of total scientists and engineers re-
mained stable, resulting in an increase in the proportion of the civilian Fed-
raI workforce with doctorates from 11 percent to about 13 percent.

Industry expanded utilization of S/E doctorates in activities other than
research and development by almost 70 percent between 1973 and 1977
from 12,500 to 21,000. UnIke the Federal Government, FFRX's, and
nonprofit institutions, industry employed many of its S/E doctorates in non-
S/E activitieSan estimated 5,000 in 1977, or one-fourth of those not in
research and development.

In 1977 nonprofit institutions, including hospitals and clinics, had al-
most 19,000 SIE doctorates on tIvir staffs, about one-half more than four
years earlier. This increased this category's share of the S/E work force
from 5 percent to 7 percent. The most dramatic growth in this sector was
among psychologists who went from 4,900 in 1973 to 8,700 in 1977, pri-
marily as a result of hiring by hospitals and clinics.

During 1973-77 employment of S/E doctorates in "other govern-
ment- employmentState, local, military. and Federal Commissioned
Corpsrose by almost 30 percent to comprise about 3 percent of total
1977 utilization of S/E doctorates, about the same share as in 1973. This
category accounted for about one-fourth of all 1977 public employment of
SiE doctorates. Approximately 10 percent of S/E doctorates in "other gov-
ernment" were engaged in non-S/E-related activities in 1977.

" Slate local, mrldary and Federal Commissioned Corps ie g officer's in Public Health Service;
Tone seneS data on employment of doctorates are very trilled in at five sectias wan the exceplimi of aca

demi( FF RDC s The chief sources of information are the 1973 1975 and 1977 Surveys of Doctorate Recipents as
reported in National Academy of Sciences Duckett/ Scientists and Engineers in the United States t Washington C
20418) FFRDC data are horn the National Science Foundation s seiles of 1,1 verys of scientific and engovaering
personnel at universities and colleges for selected years 1969 through 1977
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Academic FFRDC's employed 3,600 S/E doctorates in 1969, the first
year that NSF surveyed these centers, and 5,400 in 1977. During these
eight years, total S/E employment in FFRDC's rose by about one-fourth to
13,700.

Two considerations suggest that factors of demand may not be as
closely linked to utilization in fixise categories as was found in industrial
research and development and academia. First, it is not feasible to relate
future SIE utilization to projections of R&D spending in these categories as
was done for industrial research and development. No clirect link was found
between R&D sperwling and total S/E staffirv (including nondoctorates) in
the Federal Government and acadjmic FFRDC's in spite of the concentra-
tion of staff in both cases in R&D activities. Regressions did indicate a
strong relation between S/g manpower and R&D expenditures in nonprofit
institutions, but only abput one-half the S/E doctorates in nonprofit institu-
tions are ervaged in research and development. A slightly smaller fraction
of S/E doctorates in lother government" are so employed. With the pro-
portions involved in research and development so low, it was decided not
to project doctoral staffing in nonprofit institutions and "other government"
on the basis of R&D spending. The second consideration is that no quan-
tifiable demarx1 factor was found which would explain hiring by industry of
.S/E doctorates for non-R&D positions.

The seemingly limited importame of demand factors suggests that the
rapid growth of employment of S/E cbctorates in these categories between

14

1973 and 1977 may have been largely a result of the large supply of doc-
torates available during this period. This allowed employers to substitute
doctoral for nondoctoral staff at little inixease in cost. This hypothesis
seems most reasonable for those types of positions for whish doctorates
are generally not considered essential. To the extent that this hypothesis
is valid, past growth in doctoral staffs may continue through 1987 because
similar opportimities for employers to upgrade staff should cortinue
throughoUt the projection period. On the basis of this reasoning, extrapo-
lation of 1973-77 rates of growth in utilizatioe of doctorates by field and
categoiy are used to project 1982 and 1987 doctoral employment for four,
categories, whereas for the fifth, wademic FFRDC's, 1969-77 grciWth
rates are used.s' Because of the short periods which provide basee for
extrapn!ation of utdization and the difficulties in expliOnitv demand for doc-
torates, less confidence is attached to projections of utilization in these five
categories than is Oven to prcjection of industrial R&D and academ em-
ployment.

" As stated above, mdustry and "other government" employ many SeE doctorates in positions not related to
science and eneneenng. The 1973 anc11977 Wises used m eidrapeletions tor these two calegones were reduced to
account ler those engaged in non-S/E admires so that the two bases wiluld repeated only SIE employment.

" The longer bee penal was used for extrapolating FFRIX doctoral staff bid not tor the other cabigorlas be-
cause. hrst, 1989 dela ware not available tor the other tour categones and second, the longer Vend pratuced a lower
emerged 1087 staff in FFROC'S (8,OOD vs. about 9.003 using the 1973-77 bond) The smaller figure appeared
more Melly in view at protected moderate growth in FFRIX expenddises and the already thilff ProPortion at FFKIC
staff rth doctorates 00 percent in 1977'
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Chapter III. PROJECTED BALANCE BETWEEN DOCTORAL SUPPLY
AND SCIENCE/ENG1NEERING-RELATED UTILIZATION

The 1982 armi 1987 balances between fuN-thne supply and utilization
in the market for doctoral scientists and enOrmers are projected by com-
paring the estimates of the Ph.D. workforce in those two years with esti-
mates of the future numbers of S/E jobs held by doctorates (table 8). Non-
S/E utilization, which is not projected &redly, is derived as the difference
between the estimates of docking supply and S/E.uthization. Non-S/E uti-
lization dm consists of those in non-WE positions and those who may be
unemployed. Table 10 sisnmarizes tIgs reporfs supply and utilization pro-
jections for 1982 and 1987 and compares the estimated future percent-
ages of doctorates with non-SIE employment with 1977 fiwires.52 The pro-
jections indicate almost a doubling in the proportion of the work force in
non-S/E positions from 9 percent in 1977 to 17 percerg in 1987. AN broad
fields, with the exception of the physical sciences, are projected to share in
the rapid expansion of non-S/5 utilization. The projections do rot descrthe
where doctorates with non-S/5 jobs may work or the types of activities in
which they may be engaged.

Explicit incorporation of market feecbadc in the doctoral-degree pro-
jection model did not prevent this projected growth in ron-S/E
Factors such as downward inflexibility of salaries and the nonrilteroomive-
ness of employers to changes in relative salaries partly explain why the
market does not balance supply with reqiirements. An exarrvale in higher
educaticwi of the second factor may be found in the practice of many can-
munity colleges of hiring staff on the basis of an applicant's practical ex-
perience rather than advanced academic credentia1s.53 Because of this
practice decreased differentials between the salary expectations of mas-
ters and doctoral applicants might not strcmgly affect the number df
Ph.D.'s hired by some 2-year schools.

'4 The essmeted actual torsi protected tuttue percentages reflect a difference in the trestment of academic staff
The National Academy of Sciences clasadied about 10.000 academic actenteets and engineers ea being engaged in
non-SIE activities 441 1977. whereas tor the protections 4 is assumed thal off academic stall are in SE postlions
National Research Counai Science. Engineering. and Humanities Doctorates in the United States. 1977 Prattle. op

The conclusicei * biped on an NSF 'sponsored survey reported in Amtrak and Gomaerg. op ce

4 6

Noe
utilization

Table 10. Utah:Mon of ful-floso ocionoolonsinoodne
doctotol labor Woo by field: 1077, 1, and 1017

I In Matson&

Libor farce
SE Ma:0km
Non-StE

Non-SE uezetion so
percent of labor force

ea
7

Labor farce 362
SE ulaztaion 302
Non-SE istifinWani 50

Non-SIE utlirstion as
percent ot &tor force . 14

ixation
E ufkation,

SE aff
Nan-S

Labor farce

Non-Stf utthrsbon as
percent aAtha force

10

77
6

83

1977 Estimate

45 20
42 49

3 1

6

1082 Pro#action

se 25 88
51 21 76 I

4 12

12 I 16 14

es4.12

70
342 se

9

17

1987 Proiacfon

72
se
14

19

28
22

21

103
87
16

16

73
84

97
79
25

19

1

113
9

' Includes tmemployed
Note Detail may not add to totals because of rounding
Source Moons! Science Foundation
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In addition, student responses to market conditions may not be ade-
(grate to equate supply and recgiiremerts because students remive only
incomplete information on market conditions. Another consideration con-
trthuting to market knbalance is that noneconomic ftkims weckominate in
the career choices of many individuals. Many students begin and complete
graduate training in spite of poor salary prospects or even the possibility
that they wRI not be able to find jobs in their fielcb. Students in different
fiekls seem to vary in their responsiveness to market concetions. For ex-
ample, the results of regression squab:ins indicate that women in the social
sciences are not very responsive to market conditions in deciding whether
to complete graduate school (appendix A-2, p.28).

Demand can also change unexpectedy so that temporary stonages
or surpluses occur until supply can adOst. Such-an irrbalance might result,
for examle, from suddedy expanded requirements for young researchers
because of a new Fecktral R&D idtiative. Any of the causes above may
produce short-nm motet krtalance. Whether the doctoral market attains
balance in the long run and how that balance is reached depends on mar-
ket forces beyond the scope of this study.54

" Far further darcuseion see e*e i bertiogrephy undo fitherti Freeman

16 .N.N
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Chapter IV. SUMMARY OF PROJECTION METHODS AND ASSUMPTIONS

Methods
The methods employed to project the number of SIE doctorates sup-

plied to and utilized in the SIE labor market consist of a substargial number
of steps. To assist the reader through these carplexities, the specific steps
used in generating the projection are summarized below. An overview of
projection assumptions and sensitivity of findings to variations in thew as-
sumptions can be found in the second part of this chapter.

Projecting the S/E Doctoral Supply
The supply projections are generated by first establishing a base esti-

mate for the year 1977.4-his base-year swply is projected to the target
year (1982 or 1987) by adding the number of S/E doctorates projected to
flow into this market (new doctorates, immigrants) and by subtracting the
number of SIE doctorates projected to flow out of this market (retirements,
deaths, emigrants). The specific steps used to estimate the target-year
supply are outlined below:

1. Base-year data for 1977 S/E doctorates are tabulated from data
collected in the 1977 Survey of Doctoral Scientists and Engineers.

2. New entrants for a broad field are estimated using the following
factors: (a) the number of S/E baccalaureates; (b) the proportion
of those baccalaureates who venter graduate school; and (c) the
proportion of those who enter who ultimately complete the require-
ments for the doctorate.

(A) The number of baccalaureates are extrapolated on the basis
of trends observed for the period beginning as early as 1960
or as late as 1974, depending on field and sex, and ending
with 1976 (p. 2).55

ce the tour broad science fields. the number ol baccalaunialas were extrapodated al ane-haa Nie annual wee
of change reflected by observed trends to generate protections that would be consistent with historical expenencr
ant:sections of engineering baccalaureates, denved from an economeinc model incorporabnp responses to market
conditior s. were obtained from an unpublished repon furnished NSF by the Center tor Policy Altemetives. hiessechu-
setts Institut. or Technology

(B) Projections of (b) and (c) are assumed to depend on an index
of market conefitions--SEEK, the.fraction of those about to re-
ceive their doctorates who are set*ing enoloymeit and have
not yet found Xibs at the time they respond to the amual Sur-
veys of Earned Doctorates. Projections of SEEK for a broad
fiekl we generated from an equation in wtOch SEEK ki linked
to selected supply arkl demand factors." Future values of
SEEK are generated yew 4 yew by first projectirg the num-
ber of new cfttorates in ar and then determining the value

(C) Projections of the proportion of baccalaureates Who enter
gradiate school are generated from an equation in Which this
variable is linked to SEEK and other variables that have been
found to be associated with entrance rates (p. 27)."

(D) PrOections of the proportion of those entering in year t who
ultimately complete the requirements for the doctorate are
gerwirated from an ma:10°n in whkt completicm rates are re-
lated to values of SEEK in year t + 2 (p.

3. Net international mobdity is estimated as follows: (a) The projected
number of new doctorates awarded, generated by the steps de-
scribed in 2 above, are adjusted ckiwnward to account for doctor-
ates received by foreign students who are assumed to return to
their native countries. Estimates of the number of new doctorates
who will emigrate by field are based on statist& describing S/E
doctorates earned by those with temporary visas in the years
1974-77. The projected total nurrther for all fields, 2,600 annually,
is the average of the 1974-77 rximbers. (b) The projected number
d new immigrants with S/E doctorates is added to the base-year

of SEEK for that year (p. ).
,

'4 The supply venal* used in the equation is the number of new doctorates awarded. The demand vendible used
vaned by field, poor faculty openings are used for mathematic:at. We. and social sciences. whereas industrial R&D
elipenditiaes we used for physical sconces and engmeanng. The relabonshop between SEEK and these vanabtee is
esteemed from instanced data by means ol knew regression analyses.

' The roisters:up between the proporton she enter graduate school and eneependent variables. including SEEK
and other tenable& es estimated from heelorical data by means of knew regression anaires The other variables
inctuder; in the relationship vaned by field and sin The complete set of other venal** used in this analysis es time
Ia treni variable). the number of baccalwaeates. end the number conscripted tar metary service

Tfte Watanabe is astensted from fustorical data by means of linear rag/neon analysis.
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asthma, of SiE doctoral st*ply. The annual number of knmkrants
with S/E doctorake is projeckd at estimated 1974-76 average
annual levels. No acqustmerds were made to the base-year stock
to account for annual migration of Ammican SiE doctorates
(1 3).

4. Net flows into and out of S/E fields are projected byassuming (a)
all field-switching occurs ktgnediately after receipt ci the doctorate
and (b) post-1977 switcNng will remain stable at 1973 levels
ip. 4).59

5. Adjustments for projected attrition caused by death and retirement
are made by subtracting the amount of attrition expected from
these causes from the base-year SIE doctoral stvply. Projected
attrition is estimated separately for S/E doctorates in the academic
and tN3 nonacademic sectors of the economy (p. 4).

Projecting the Number of S/E Doctorates Utilized
Two sets of ufilization projections are generated by this study for each

.6?major field: (a) the projected number of S/E doctorates employed in S/E
fields and (b) the projected nunber of new openings for S/E doctorates in
S/E fields. Projected employment in academia and industrial R&D is based
on historical relationships between employment and key demand factors
student enrollments proxied by S/E beccalaureates and industrial R&D ex-
penditures.6° Projected envloyment in other areas is genwated by linear
extrapolation of past trends. The estimatgligimbers of new doctoral open-
ings were generated from projected givolvth in empyment and projected
attrition of SIE doctorates airrently employed in S/E fields. Specific meth-
od; used to produce these projections are outlined below.

Separate employment projections were generated for individual areas
of the economy using three distinct methodsone for academia, one for
industrial R&D, and One for all remaining areas.

1. Academia: The projections of S/E doctorates employed in acade-
mia were made in three steps.

(A) The emOoyment of academic staff is linked to the
number of S/E baccalaureates and trend variables (p. 29).

(B) Total new openings are defined as the sum of (1) projected
attrition and (2) projected growth in employment. Attrition pro-
jections were discussed earlier in this chapter. Growth in em-

". The Interheid malady patterns wage estenated ham a companson of held of degree and field of employmerd
for all Sit doctorates tn 1973 Adiustments fos intertald mobility are made only to the supply of new Sit docionstes

" These realsonshas we esamated from halenessl dela by means of Meer regression anatysts.
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(C)

(D)

ploijnient is ettinukkl from the prOecfion equations deserting
the 'linkage between academic engoymett and baccidau-
reates for a broad field.
Future doctoral Nres are estimated by field by multiplying total
acadenic openings by projected proportions of these open-
ings expected to be filled by S/E doctorates (p. 12)."
These projected hires are added to nurrthers of 1977 cbctoral
staff who are.expected to bi employed In academia in 1982
-and 1987.

(E) The projected utilization of SIE doctorates in academia derived
from steps (A) and (B) &we are augnented by projections of
the rgmber cA postdoctoral positions. These are 113rived by
assuming that, except for life sciences, the number of U.S. cit-
izens and permanernt residents fielding such positions will re-
main at 1977 kwels. For fife sdences it is assumed that the
number of such positions will increase, by a conatant amount
each year (p. 21).62

2. Industrial R&D: The projections of the number of S/E doctorates
employel in industrial R&D wtivity were made with the following

steps.
(A) Full-time R&D employment is linked to industrial R&D expendi-

tures in seven separate inckistriesrepresenting about 85
percent of all R&D employment.63 Future R&D employment in
e a c h industry is e s t i m a t e d on t h e b a s i s of p r o j e c t e d R&D ex-

penditures. R&D e m p l o y m e n t i s s u m m e d o v e r th e s e v e n 'n-

dustries a n d m u l t i p l i e d by 1.16 to account for the excluckx, in-
dustries. Doctoral emtgoyment by field is then generated on
the basis of the assumptions that (1) ttKi proportion of all R&D
employees with SIE dociv.ates will increase by 10 percent
from the 1977 level and (2) the percentage distribution of S/E
doctorates by field will be ihe same as in 1977 (pp. 13 end 31).

3. All remaking sectors: The projectiorm of the number of S/E doc-
torates employed in S/E OW in the remaking sectcts of the econ-
omy were extrapolated frdm historical trends (pp. 13 and 14).64

4' The proportions of new opervngs heed by SE doctorates is protected Dy assummg dactorabt-granang instatu-
bons would hsre only SE doctorates and that ail ashes instautons would hire proporhons that would be 10 poscent
above the proportions at 1978-17 new openings in these Insliktlions that ewe tilled by St docletatet

" These assuarabons are based on recent trends and the assumption Mal fundmg conetraints vall inhibit growth
postdoctotal positions

These mdustnes include the toacng. Chemical and allied. professional and seientrfie instruments, arcraft and
machasery. eleaneel equipment and commumeation. moor vehicles. and nonmanufectunng The relation-

ship between employment and R&D expenditures is estimated from historical data y means of knees regresson
techniques.

Except for employment m FFROC s. 1973-77 trends were used in Me protection model Fes FFROC's.
1968-77 trends were used



Rationale for and Sensitivity of Assumptions

Pi *COMM of doctond awards

Projected numbers of bachelor's
degrees and their relation to
numbers of doctoral degrees
awarded

DOCtoral awards in physical
sciences and engineering

00(.1(j( Al awards id life aru
sit lences and mathematic a
science.,

Sane Welty Rationale

SUPPLY

For broad SIE fields other than engineering, the
number of bachelor's degrees well continue through
1987 the trend established as of 1976. The Me of
change, however, will be one-hall the established
rate. (Engewering baccalaureates we projected with
an econometric apemen that links degree awards to
market condiffons.)

Graduate schwl enrcillment and completion rates in
these two broad holds can be related to the amount
sPent in industry on R&D Growth in such
exT.,.....drlures vanes by major industry group. The
average projected annual rate of R&D growth 'Is
3 2%

Giaduate school enrollment and completion rates m
these three broad het& can be related to the
numbers of Junior faculty openings

;4 ,,EKfurtr), 't , 1,411,g,t,00,
A .1,, A 1 ' !Atetql ' % . t,.. 1 ricleprntit'nt

A r , ,tr!! .,1.,, f I'. ". NSF 101-.0*, tw ed 'of This WW1

Analysis of available data and literature indicates
that market conditions exert knifed irdfuence on the
choice of widergraduate majors by most science
students. Extrepoktlion of existing kends, attenuated
by one-half. produces projecatid science
beccalaureakts Mid, with Ma adddion of protected
engineering baccalaureates. represent 29% of NCES
projection of total baccalaureakes and first-
prolessionrd degrees in 1987. This proporlion
ranged narrowly from 28% to 32% in the yews 19'.4
to 1976.

Regression analysis indicates that enrollment and
completion rates in thitncronsbroad hedge are
responsive to market whichcan be
explained by the level of industnal R&D spending
and the numbers of doctoral degrees.' See appendix
A-2 for regression equations used in projections.

Regression analysis indicates .4at enrollment end
completion rates in these three broad fields are
responsive to market conditions The latter can be
explained by the numbers of junior faculty openings
and doctoral degrees in each of these broad fields
Estimates of past openings are for all fields
combined whereas estimates of future openings
were miKle for each broad field.' See appendix A-2
for regression equations used in pieleCtiCiriS

Sensitivity varies by held in relatkm to strength id
market effect. In mathematical sciences, for
example, a 10% vwiation in annual number of
baccalaureates for 1977-87 changes proiected
doctoral degrees by about 5% in 1987. The number
of mathematical scientists in the full-time labor force
would change by rthout 2%. The comparable
changes in engineering would be 3% wid 1%.
respectively-

A drop in the average propected growth in R&D
expenditures from 3.2% to 1.5% a yew decreases
1977-87 cbctoral awards by about 1000 in each
field. The projected 1087 full-time doctoral labor
force would drop as a result by about 3% in the
physical sciences and in engineering by about 5°..

in mathematical and kte sciences, a 10% variation in
protected junior faculty openings would result m
about 2% changes in projected doctoral awards and
about 1% changes in full-time doctoral labor forces in
1987 Comparable changes in social sciences wouki
be less than 1%
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Factor

Internstkinol mobaii

Emigration

Immigration

Field mobility

Reid-switching of doctorates

Attrition

Attrition ot regular acactemx, staff

Mob doctorates not employed
in academia

20

Annelid numbers of doctoral migrants by sat and
field in period 1977-87 eV be equal to armee
numbfgra of doctorates earned by foreign *Weft an
temerity vitas in 1974-77.

Annual number of immigrants in each broad held in
1977-87 will equal the estimated average annual
numbers of SiE doctorates who immtgrated tn
1974-76.

All held-switching occurs immediately after receipt of
the doctorate. Future mobility of new doctorates will
be the same as the 1973 distribution of atl active
doctorates bv held of degree and field of
-InPk3Yrnent

Mortality Of academic staff in 1978-87 will equal
1978 Mortality rates for the male population insured
by Teachers Insurance and Annuity Associatton
TIM). All staff will retire upon reaching 66 years of

age. (Voluntary separatton from labor force prior to
age 66 will be insignificant )

Death 9nd retirement rates in 1978-87 for
doctorales not employed In academia will et4ual
unpublished BLS occupation-specrfic deitrn and
retirement rates for 1900

Students on dinoceray visas must leave Me United
States on cotyledon of eludes or receive a --

permanent visa, in which case they eitincaded irt
iminigratien totals. Presumably few American
citizens with doctorates hove this country
permanently. Mforrnaton in the 1977 Survey of
Doctorate Recipients Indicates that only about 4% of
U.S. citizens plarmed to locate abroad after receiving
doctorate& This included those planning study
aboieff as wet as Mose employed by the Fedetal
Govemmert

Projected oversupply of doctoral scientists and
engineers in this country wit deter enough potential
immigrants to prevent ham totals from ctimbitg
above 1974-76 averages.

Recent data indicate that 1973 patterns of mobility
have persisted.

Mortality data show that university and college staff
live longet than the general populatton. TIM
information on annuities indicate that 66 is close to
the median age of retirement

No other attrition rates are available in these sectors

10% variation in the numbets of emigrate changes
Me projected 1987 h4141me labor force by about
0.7%.

10% change in doctoral immigrants changes doctoral
labor force by 0.5% over proiection period.

Not applicable

Use of fiLS death rates loWers the 1987 Mtal M-
em doctoral labor force by about 1 .4% below Me
level projected with TIAA rates. Assuming academic
staff retire at 71 increases the projected 1987 Mal
tuff-time doctoral labot force by aboul 1.5%.

A 10% variatton in BLS rates changes projected
1987 total full-time tabor force try about 2%.
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Projected numbers of bachelor's .

degrees and thee relation to the
number of full-time regular staff.

Proportion of new faculty hires in 2-
and 4-year colleges who have
doctorates

Numbers of U S citizens and
permanent residents holding
postdoctoral fellowships

Frank Atelsek and Irene I Gomberq up cif

The number of academic staff employed in a Mad
field is retakd to the number of bachelor's degrees
awarded either el that field or in a group of StE heeds.
(See appendix A-2 for equations rotating stall to
bachelor's degrees and other variables.) Fukire
baccakeireates can be projected as outlined in fest
assumption for supply model

For each broad SiE field at the 2- and 4-year college
-levels, the proportion al new faculty with doctorates
will increase 10% rthove the levels found for the
period 1976-77 in an ACE survey.'

For broad S,E fields other than life sciences, the
numbers of U.S. citizens and permanent residents
holding postdoctoral fellowshaas will remain at 1977
levels through 1987_ The number of postdoctoral
fellows in hie sciences will increase from 5.200 in
1977 to 5,600 in 1902 and 6,000 in 1987. (There
were less than 3.000 such positions filled vi 1972.)

Teaching is the primary function of three-fourths of
the permenenz staff. Bachelors awards are the best
among existing measures of the demand for
teachers in a OW. Unevaable measures such as
enrollments by field should be highly conelated with
baccalaureate awards.

This amount of faculty upgrading would be
consistent with the expectations of those responding
to the ACE survey.

Only in the physical and life sciences do large
numbers of S/E doctorates hold postdoctoral
fellowships. The number of such positions in the
physical sciences was stable between 1972 and
1977. Postdoctorals in the hle sciences grew
signihcanty over this period, but funding constraints
may reduce such growth in the future.

10% variation In baccalaureate variables changes
1987 OW multiparty* (Including non-Ph.D.'s) by
the following percenbe 1.8e sciences, 9;
mothernatIcal sciences, 10; engl1ead110, 2; and
physical science% 3. $ocial sciences tawny wcid
be unaffected because a 10% change in social
sciences baccalaureates woad not affect the
assumption that staff in this broad field al not drop
bebw 1977 total in spite of fang degree labia The
changes above weuld total about 2% of total 1987
doctoral S/E uazation.

A 10% change al the proportion of new hilarity with
doctorates at 2- and 4-year colleges changes the
number of SE doctoral hires bY all academic
institutions, includng 4niverenies. by 4% during the
projection period. This would alter total SIE doctoral
uhTmation.in 1987 for elf eectors combined by less
than 0.5%.

A 10% variation in the number of postdoctoral
fellows changes the size of the StE dock:irate labor
force by 0.25%.



balsam' RID

Frdeded emceed of R&D
expenditures in industry and its
redeem to the mmiber ci scientists
and engineers enipbyed.

cidirs"'
Lava of S/E utilization of doctoraWs
in 1962 and 1987 in the Federal
Governme nt. industry.(other than
R&D). nonprofit instituSons. "other
government." and FFROC's.
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The number of industrial R&D staff employed In a
broad Se id is related to the amount of R&D spending
In each Wintry group. Future R&D spending will
grow an average 3.2% annuedy in industry.

Observed trends in daddy employment from 1973
to 1977 (1969 So irn for Fr-RDC's) by broad field
and category of amplopnent will continue through
1967.

Eel:matures and staffing we closely linked in this
wavily. Future growlh rates are from 1995 R811
Funding ProistdiOnS, (NSF 76-314).

Observed trends reflect the effects of a period of
ample supply of new doctorates. This allowed
employers In these categories of employment to
upgrade academic credentials of staff Employers
win centinue to have these opportunities for
tmgmding throughout the projection period.

A drop In aVerags projected weigh in R&D
expenditures to 11% a yew decreases 1977-87 4
doctoral likes in Indust/MI ctILD by 40%. This would
mute a 3% drop in total S/E dadafilif utillaWion bi
1987 for idl sectors combined.

A 10% varlialon in wasting employment trends in
these categories of employment would change 1987
S/E udizadon of doctorates by about 1.5%.
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APPENDIX A
Technical Notes

1. Comparison of Current and Previous NSF Projections
The estimates presented in this report reinforce the chief. results of the Foun-

dation's earlier study. Projections of Science and Engineering Doctorate Supply
and Utilizatim: 1980 and 1985 (NSF 75-301). Both reports conclude that the labor
force of doctoral scientists and engineers in the United States win expand rapidly
through the eighties and that increasing percentages of these highly trained per-
sonnel will be employed in non-S/E-related positions. The new proiections, how-
ever. put the estimated 1987 level of non-SIE utilization below that estimated for
1985 in Supply and Utilization (table A-1), Also, the new proiections of future
doctoral awards differ significantly for the physical sciences and engineering from
those in Projections of Degrees and Enrollment in Science and Engineering
Fields to 1985 (NSF 76-301) (table A-2).

Table A-1. Projections of labor forces and
S/E-related utilization by field

1ln thousands I

Protect ns in previous report'.

1985
non-S I.

New protection

1987
non S E

1985 related 1987 related
S E. utilization S E - ufiezahon

1985 related as a 1987 related as a
r1octor at utilization percent doctoral utilization percent

labor of of labor labor of of labor

Field force doctorates force force dockwates force

Total 375 293 22 412 342 17

Physical
sciences

Engcseennt)
8 5

64

76

45

1 1

29
95
72

86
58

9
19

Mathematical
sciences 22 16 27 28 22 21

life sciences 92 85 103 87 t6
Social sciences 113 71 37 113 91 14

Prorat- Mons ne Scram e and ingrnettf,ag Dog
able model

Source National &tent e F oundation
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Tim factorsimprovemerds In prbjection modeMg. recent eakrcalional and
economic developments, and better Information on dockwal utilizationaccount
for changes between the outlook of the previous reports aid the current prOec-
lions. On the apply skis an important modeling advance has been to link graduate
school enrollment and convietion rates to market conditions in each of the five
SiE fields. For estimating future utilization, equations based on regression analysis
now fink SIE employment in academia and kidtstrial R&D to demand variabkrs.

Recent developments affecting the projeckins include higher expectations of
industrial R&D spending and greater participation of women in engineering and
the life and physical sciences. In the projection model, higher industrial R&D
spenting results in more StE jobs in the business sector and larger doctoral
classes of engineers and physical scientists.

Table A-2. Comparison of new and previous ekoctorial S,'E protections
by field

Reid of degree
1985 previous

Won
1985
dOW

1P77
rztual

Histoncal
highs

4

Physical sciences
likin 1.500 3200 3.100 4.145(1971)
Women 200 600 310 310 (1977

Total 1,700 3,800 3,410 4,391 (1971)

Engineenng ..

Men 2.500 3,800 2.567 3,679 (1972)
Women . . 200 500 74 74 (1977)

4

2.700 4,300 2.641 3,704 (1972)Total . .

Mathemabcal sciences
Men . 600 800 831 1.245 (1970)
Woman 100 100 128 128 (1977_-.

700 900 959 1,343(1970)Total

Life sciences
Men 3.600 4 200 3 421 3.910 (1971)

Women 1.000 1 400 845 845 (1977)

Total 4.600 5,600 4.266 4,534 (1971)

Social sciences
Men 4.800 4.100 4.524 4.524 (1977)

Women 2.300 2,500 1.573 1.573 (1977)

7 100
.-

6 600
f

6.097 6.097 (1977)Total
_.

30 )
Probable model Protections of Degrees end E rwoilments in Science and f nvfneenng hetes trP l9ll (NSF 76.

Source Natrona! Science Foundation and National Researth Council
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Improved information on utikzation has also affected the projections. Since
the last NSF report cm supply and utilization, a special survey has been conchicted
on the proportion of new hires for 2- and 4-year college facufty who have doctor-
ates.' Other recent surveys provide a basis for extrapolatMg utifization of SIE doc-
torates in goverment, notvrofit institutbns, FFRDC's, and irKlus*-(other than
research and development).2 The ckscussion below compares the new NW pre-
ViOUS projections in more detail.

Balance Between Supply and SIE-Related Utilization of Doctorates
For fog broad fields as well as for all fields combined, the new projeOloin

place non-S/E utilization in 1987 below the percentage levels estimated earlier for
1985 (table A-1). The most marked change in outlook is in the social sciences
where the projected intalance has dropped from 37 percent to 19 percent. The
smaller gap between supply and S/E utilization can be attrthuted to higher expec-
tations of nonacademic S/E employment in this field. Similarly, the new projections
have reduced the imbalance in engineering from 29 percent -to 19 percent, again
primarily because of estimated higher future employment outside of universities
and colleges. In the mathematical sciences, projected 1987 suliply and SiE utili-
zation are both 6,000 above the earlier estimates for 1985. This change has the
effect of lowering the proiected non-S/E utilization from 27 percent to 21 percent.
The outlook for the physical sciences has not changed appreciably between the
two reports, whereas a faster projected rate of growth in supply in the life sciences
has raised the estimated level of imbalance from 8 percent for 1985 to 16 percent
for 1987.

Doctoral Awards
Much higher projected rates of graduate school completion are the chief factor

causing the current projection of 1985 male physical sciences doctoral awards to
be more than double the projected value in the previous report (table A-2).3 The

Frank J Moist* and keno L Gomberg Are* Full-Tem@ Fecur(y 1976 77 trenng Patterns by Foal and feu
capon& Aftesertent :Weetangton D C ATIMOCan Councrl on Ldur;Loran 1070h

Neennal Academy ol Scrences Doctorai Screnesis and Engoneers an Ina Leaded States, 1975 and 1977 Protries
lwashmgton () C 204181

The earlier report protected only up to /905 so thrs t toe lasi yesi 10 which the current oropactons can be
compared

earlkir report assumed that the downward trend in convietion rates observed
when the report was prepared would contklue, whereas this report knks comple-
tion to condtions in the marigtt for docbzwal physic:0J scientists. Because this mar-
ket is now expected to become more favorable for futwe graduates because of
projectwi Wicreases in industrial R&D expendtures, convietion rates we projected
to rise well Above those in the precedind projections. The esttmalixi future values,
however, we within the range of historical nibs of completbn. The projechtd 1985
totals for female physical sciences doctorates have risen from 200 to 800 because
new data chow that nbre women are earning baccalmeates In this fktld and
because, at was the cote for men, completion rates are projected to be wet above
those in the earker report (As exPlidned in the pest section of this appendix, the
degree projection model for thtriktkl taws R&D spending as the only demand
variable affectig SEEK. If it hal been possible to include junior faculty openings
as an additional demarti varied*, it is probable that the market projections would
have Odicated poorer job oppixtunities. As a result, projections of doctoral de-
grees in the physical sciences woad have been moderately lower.)

Factors analogous to those cited above for the physical sciences also heti to
explain why projectons of engineerkig doctoral award; in 1985 are now 60 per-
cent higher than 1 the previous report. In acicktion, the projected proportions of
male entffieering baccalaureates enteting graduate school have risen over the
values used in the prevbus report became of the link between entrance rates and
SEEK, which for engineers is affected by industrial R&D expenditures.4

For both men and women in the life sciences, where SEEK depends on junior
faculty openings, projections of graduate school enrollment and convietion rates
have changed little compared to the previous report. Since the latter was prepared,
however, the timbers of babcalaureates earned by each sex have accelerated
above their long-term growth rates, leading to higher projections of future bacca-
laureates in this field and, consequentiy, to projections of cbctorates in 1985 that
are 22 percent higher than in Degreea and Enrollment.

The prowled 1905 fatal ot male enpmeannu doctorates os about 100 mul e than the number an the 1972 class.
*ileum women recerved only 74 doctoral awards tn 1977

64
25



2. Market Analysis
This part describes the econometric analysis used in these proje,lions in

more detail than was given in the text.

A Market Index
The model used to project S/E doctoral awards reflects the evidence that

students considering earning Ph.D.'s are responsive to market conditions.5 This
meant that somc index of doctoral employment opportunities, available on a reg-
ular basis, was required. This index should link, via equations with acceptable
statistical properties. supply and demand variables with graduate school enroll-
ment and completion rates. Such equations would help explain historical variations
in entrance and completion rates and could be used to project their future values.
The model used to project doctoral awards is comprised of a set of three equations
for each S E field and for each sex.5 These equations have the following general
form

Market index a, b, Supply vanabfe b, Demand vanabie
E nrollmen1 rates a, b, - Market index
Completion rates a, b4 Market Index
where the a s are constant terms and the b's are cOefficients.

A market index for this model was found in the annual NSF-sponsored Survey
ot Earned Doctorates which reports the percentage, by field, of individuals who are
about to receive doctorates and who are seeking, but have not found a definite
position at the time they respond to the survey. This index is called SEEK.'

Table A-3 presents the results of regression analyses in which SEEK is the
dependent variable. In the equatons for the mathematical, life, and social sci-
ences, SEEK is related to the number of doctorates awarded in each field, GRAD
(a supply variable), and to junior faculty openings, OPEN (a demand variable).
Choice of OPEN to represent demand ret ects the large majorities of the work
force in these three broad fields who are employed in academia.° Allan Canter's
estimates of junior faculty openings for all fields combined provide values for
OPEN for each year from 1960 to 1975.9 (NSF projections of openings by broad
field wen used in projecting values of SEEK after adjusting for the difference in
scale between the Canter and NSF series.)

See kC,ld,d B reeman The Ovieeducated American New Von Academic Press 1976
nirdiment and compietion rates are measured by field and sex whereas the same market index. SEEK is used

l. ti,c^, sexes fur a given furid
the values ul SE EK used in the regressions come from special tabulations Which cover 1960 thinugn 1975

NSF* incteNed to Richaid Freeman for suPPIYInil MG ifilormalron
^ ir, x-;:^7 67 pet cent in rho mathematical sciences. 61 percent in the We sciences. and 64 percent in the social

erices Natonai Science F oundatton Dettied Steamboat Tobias Characterrstics of DiXterke 5, 'entails and Eno-
nears in The United Stales 7977 NSF 79-306) tWashington, D C 20550

Auan Garner Ph D s and the Academic Labor Market 1976. p 143
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Table A-3. SEEK by field

Field

hysical

,

Raaression equition
1

SEEK - 77.2 + .003 GRAD .09 R&D

Rt

'

Durbin-
Watson
statisbc

-

Regression
technique

(3.3) (2.0) (-3.4) .95 1.5 Cochrane-Orcutt

Engineenng . . SEEK - 428 + .007 GRAD .09 R&D
(72) (16.9) (8.6)

.96 2.1 Ordinary
least squares

Mathematical SEEK - 3.7 + .012 GRAD- .21OPEN
silences. .. . (1.1) (5.1) (- 2.3) .76 .4 Ordinary

least squares

Life SEEK 4.1 + .002- GRAD- .12OPEN
sciences (2.6) (6.9) (- 3.3) .88 1.4 Ordinary

least squares

Social SEEK 4.3 + .001-GRAD. .10-OPEN
(3.3) (6.2) ( 22) .86 .5 Ordiniuy

least squares

Note SEEK, a percentage. is meastred separately kit each broad fold The period ot analysis is from 196040
1975

Nurnbats in parentheses refer to values of 1-statietica

For the remaining two broad fields, engineering and the physical sciences,
the demand variable used is industrial R&D expenditures by field. The use of R&D
expenditures is in accordance with the important role of,industry as an employer
of graduates in these fields.'" Historical values for this variat -R&D- for 1960
to 1975 were approximated by a transformation of R&D expenditures by major
industry group." Ideally, both OPEN and R&D would be used in each equation to
describe demand forces influencing each of the five markets. Unfortunately, it was
not possible to use both demand variables in the same equation because they are
collinear, i.e.. Nair past values vary together.

In time series regressions, the error terms (the differences between values
predicted by the estimating equations and actual past values) for adjacent obser-
vations are often related. Such an undesirable statistical property-serial correla-
tion of error terms-renders the regression results less reliable than they would

Industry is the largest employer of doctoral engineem with abOur 49 percent of the 1977 work force Inrkrstry
employed 35 percent of docks* pt.ystcal sae/Stets in that year as compared to 44 percent employed by academia
tincluctrng posktoctOrates) Research and development was used in both cases as the demand variable, however.
because 4 explained mote past venetian in SEEK aid had more coeffictents of statisecal signthcance in equations fer
engineertng and the physical sciences than chd OPEN This may have been because of the poor data evadable on
Junior faculty openings

This was done by mtattplying ihe vectors of annual R&D expenditures try major iiidustry group by the 1973
percentag istribution matrix of doctoral R&D scientists and engineers by field and map: industry
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-otherwise be. The presence of serittcorrelation, Indicated by aft* %%dues of the
Durbin-Watson statistic, was a problem in the physical, mathematic:IA, and social
sciences. For the fwst of these fields a Cochrane-Orcutt transformation of the van-
abies elirrOnated the serial correlation. Such a transformation was unsuccessful in
the other two cases so the serial correlation remains for the mathematical and
social sciences.

The numbers in parentheses in table A-3 refer to the t-statistics which indicate
that all the constants and variable coefficients are significant at .05 or better except
the constant term for mathematical sciences. The results are very good in the
physical and life sciences and engineering. Even in the mathematical sciences,
where the statistical results are the poorest, the ecgiation should be an acceptable
indicator of the influence of supply and demand variables on SEEK.

Graduate School Entry
The first stage in the projection model which is affected by the market involves

decisions to enter graduate school. The equations below relate ENROLL, the pro-
portion of baccalaureates by sex and broad field who enter graduate schoql, to
SEEK in that field LIM varying combinatio;s of other variables.'2 The latter consist
of T1ME-the trend variable, BACC-the number of baccalaureates for a field and
a single sex, TOTBAC-the total numbers of baccalaureates in a field for both
sexes, and DRAFT-the number of men conscripted for military duty. Variables
relating to bachelor's degrees were included on the basis of the assumption that
the proportion of baccalaureates entering graduate school falls as the total number
of baccalaureate degrees rises. The variable DRAFT was included because of the
possibility that many men entered graduate school in the sixties to avoid conscrip-
tion. The analysis covered periods 14 to 18 years in length ending in the school
year 1974-75, the number depending upon which sex and field the equation de-
scribes. The values of the dependent variable ENROLL were estimated by dividing
NSF estimates of tbe mimber of first-time graduate students" by numbers of bac-
calaureates in a given year. In deriving the historical values of ENROLL, adjust-
ments were made reflecting the past patterns by which baccalaureates have de-
layed enrollment in graduate school."

The regression results of the historical data are summarized in table A-4. All
but 3 of 26 regression coefficients are significant at .05 or beJer. The coefficient

,for SEEK for female physical scientists is just below statistical significance of .10,
and coefficients for two other variables, DR4-1- in the equation for male mathe-
matical sciences baccalaureates and BACC for female life sciences baccalau-

'1 Different specifications of the ecmations for each sex-field were tested Those specifications in table A-3 were
chosen because they had the best statistical properties for purposes of projections These properties were as fellows
( Percera of past variation in the dependent variable explained (R'). t21 statistical significance of the coefficients
and. (31 *hen possible, absence ol =relation of enor terms

The National Center tor Education Statistros reports fxst-year graduate students which is a broader category
Man first-time students

For example. NSF estimeteS that SO percent of engineers who ever go into graduate schod do so in the same
yew in whach they earned their baccalaureates 20 percent do so in the following year. and so forth These same
adustments for delays in ern-iirrient are incorporated in Me projection of awards

7

mates, are significant at .10. Serial correlation of error terms is IndWated for the
mide physical and mathematical sciences equations. Despite the presence of se-
dal correlation, the results of orckialy least squares regressions are used in cases
where Cochrane-Orcutt bons remove mearOngful relations among the
variables, i.e., their either became insitOficant Or took on the wrong
sign. Because of the very small mint3ers of femake engineers graduating in the
past, analysiS of market_ effects on their enrollment behavior is exckkfed from this
study. The projections assume female engineers react to the market in the same (
way as their male counterparts.

Table A4. Percent of ociencelengineering baccalaureates
who ever war graduate school by held and sex

Field

Physical
scientistS:

W0111811

Regression equation

ENROLL 91.0 .63.SEEK 1.87 TIME
(8.5) ( 1.8) ( 2.2)

ENROLL 98.3 .51 SEEK .01 BACC
(17.3) ( 1.3) ( 2.2)

Durbin-
Watson
statistic

1.2

2.3

Engineers:
Men ENROLL 79.9 .95 SEEK .00056 TOTBAC 95 1.3

( 3.3) ( 2.0)
Mathematical

saentists:
Men ENROLL -46.5 .51.SEEK + .000007-DRAFT .87 1 1

(32.0) ( 5.9) (1.4)
Women . ENROLL 19.5 .58 SEEK + .67 TIME 1.4

(17.2) ( 4.2) (4.2)
Life

scientists:
Men ENROLL 42.7 1.01- SEEK 79 1 4

(11.2) ( 2.7)
Women ENROLL 31.3 .97 SEEK .0005 BACC 87 1 9

(40.4) ( 6.8) ( 1.6)
+ 1.31 TIME

(4.9)
Social

sCienfists.
Men ENROLL 47 7 .62 SEEK 0003 BACC 97 7

461 (49 9) ( 2 5) ( 9 5)
Women ENROLL 24 6 70 SEEK 90 1 7

(11 6) I 3 1!

Cochrene-Orcutt

Cochrane-Orcutt

Cochrane-Orcutl

Orchnary
least squares
Ordinary
least squares

Cochrane-Orcutt

Ordinary
least squares

Ordinary
least squares
Cochrane-Orcun

Note Numbers in parentheses refer to values of 1-statistics
Source National Science f- oundatton
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Graduate School Completion
The second point of market influence in the projection model comes when the

graduate student decides whether to earn a doctorate. For the projections it is
assumed that this occurs two years after entry into graduate school, This length of

time would allow most students to finish ma§ter's-degree programs and, hence.
would provide a logical point for deciding whether to continue graduate study. In

table A-5 are the results of regressions relating.FINISH, the NSF estimates of the
proportion of first-time graduate students in a given year who earn a doctorate, to

the value of SEEK2, the market index two years after those students begin grad-
uate study. For each equation there were 14 or 15 observations covering the pe-
rico ending in the 1969-70 school year.15 As in the case of the analysis of EN-
ROI L there have been too few female engineeriN graduate students to allow
analyse:: of the effect of the market on their behavior so it is assumed for projection
purposes that they have the same market responses as men have. Regression
analysis found that for women who are engaged in graduate study in the social

sc,ences FINISH is not related to SEEK2. For the projections it is therefore as-
sumed that the same proportion of women will complete graduate school in this
field as have done so in the last 10 years of estimates.

In the completion equations all coefficients are significant at .025 or better.
After Cochrane-Orcutt transformations of the variables in all the equations, the
Durbin-Watson statistic indicates possible serial correlation of error terms for the
equations concerning male graduate students in engineering and the social sci-

ences.

Steps in the Projection of SIE Doctoral Degrees
The relationship between the supply of new doctorates in a given year and

demand factors'6 determines the value of the market index SEEK for that year. As
explained below, SEEK in turn affects the proportion of recent baccalaureates who

go to graduate school. This relation is negative: as SEEK rises, smaller percent-
ages of baccalaureates in a field enter graduate school. SEEK also negatively
influences the proportion of graduate school entrants who earn doctorates.

The degree projections are produ, 3d two years at a time by estimating values
of SEEK, ENROLL. and FINISH for years after the enil of the historical time series
of these variables. In more detail, values for SEEK are calculated for two initial

years (t and 1 . 1) by relating demand and supply variables for a broad field with
the appropriate equation from table A-3. These values of SEEK are used in the
equations in tables A-4 and A-5 to derive the estimated percents of baczalaureate
recipients in those two years who ever enter graduate School (i.e.. the values of
ENROLL for baccalaureates in years t and 1 . 1) and the estimated percents of
graduate enrollees one and two years earlier who ever earn doc!orates (i.e.. the

,s 1p,r iin(nt ut beginning graduate students horn #/thcfi a sufficiently large traction had obtained

doctorates tiy 1,47h 0) alkny (di( 4,0thon iii :rwnpipjiun rater,

' The two demand var.abies aie evngervius in this model I P their values are eel tod t,y tfte numoor of

ot.icroraies That aft' pri)?..x.let1
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values of FINISH for graduate stOdents entering In yters t-1 and t-2). In the
model Ph:D. gnmketes from a given entering class earn degrees over a 10-year
period beOnning four years after entry." Therefore, the first doctorates from the
entering class of year t -2 graduate in year t+2 and from t- 1 in t+3. With esti-
mates of graduates in t4 2 and t+3, values of SEEK in those two years are com-
puted. The projectkxis continue in this recursive manner, two years at a time, until

degrees for 1987 are produced. Although tNs approach admittedly represents a
simplification of actual market processes, data constraints prevented development
of a more complex approach that would more fully reflect the market.

The pattern of delays between Greenmant and completion used tor each field and sex reflects histoncal data
on the length of doctoral study The senpkfying assumption that all doctorates are earned between 4 and 14 yews
after students enter school appromates observed data. In 1976-77. for example. only 3 8 percent of all SI doc-
torates vere awarded to those enroled three yews or less and only 0 7 percent to those enrolled more than 14 years.
(Unetbkshed data from the Survey of Earned DoctorateS)

5.

Table A-5. Percent of sclence/englneerIng graduate
students who ever attain doctorates

Field

..

Regression equation
,

FP

Durbin-
Watson
statistic

Recjession
technique

Physical
scientists.

.

Men FINISH 45 7 .83 SEEK2 90 1 4 Coctuane-Orcutt

- (17 1) i 4.0)
Women . FINISH 38.5 56 SE EK2 .86 1 4 COCIltane-Orcutt

( ngineers
(31 0) f 4 9)

Men . . FINISH 27 4 74 SEFK2 91 1 1 Cochrane-Orcutt

(22 7) I 6 5)

Mathematical
scientists

Men FINISH 29 4 93 SEEK2 93 1 8 Cochrane-Or cut!

(22 9) t 7 4)

Women FINISH 10 0 29 SEEK2
f9 9) i 3 41

91 2 1 Cochrane-Orcutt

Life
scientists

Men FINISH 52.4 1 66 SEEK2 84 1 6 Cochiane-Orcutl

(18.4) ( 5 1)
Women

itocial
scientists

FINISH 38 3 91 SEEK2
i12 Ti t 2 9)

79 1 6 CochraneOrcutt

Men FINISH 40.2 1 07 SEEK2 78 1 2 Cochrane.Orcult

113 7) ( 2 6)
Women No evidence of market fespoosiveness

Note Numbers in parentheses refer to 1-statishcs

SOurce National Science Foundation
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A Test d the Degree Projection Model
As a test of the usefulness of the projection approach described In this Ewen-

chic, "ex post facto" projections of doctoral degrees were made for men for
1967-76. This was done by using ki the equations presented earker the actual
values of SEEK to "precher what gracksate school entrance wid completion rates
would have been in those years for each of the five S/E fields according to the
behavkiral relationshOs deserted those ecarations. Estimates were den made
of how many degrees would have been awarded with those precected values of
entrance and completion rates. The results differed from actudl awards over the
10-year period by standard errors of 7 percent or less.

Analysis of Starting Salaries for Doctoral Scientists and Engineers
Starting salaries for S/E doctorates were evaluated as possible rhaFket indi-

cators for the projections before SEEK was chosen as the market index'. Regres-
sions showed that starting salaries *could serve as market indices only for engi-
neering and chemistry (which represents only one component of the physical
sciences). To maintain a consistent approali and for statistical convenience
SEEK was used as an index of market conditions for supply projections in all fields.

Starting salahes for inexperienced workers are a commonly used measure of
the relation between supply and demand uiIi labor market. Salary data are avail-
able from the College Placement Council and professional associations for new
doctorates in engineering, mathematics, chemistry, and physics. One equation
below (table A-6) relates starting salaries, SALARY, for doctoral engineers to
GRAD and R&D (described in the analysis of SEEK) and SALBA, starting salaries
for baccalaureate engineers. SALBA appears on the bas:s of the hypothesis that
movements in baccalaureate and doctoral salaries may ae tighly correlated. The
other equation relates starting salaries to research and development as well as
values of the dependent variable, SAL2, and the supply variable, GRAD2, each
lagged one period. Another variable used in this equation is TIME, which takes a
value equal to the number of the observation. This variable is included to account
for any trend-related factors not included in the equations. The final forms of the
two equations were chosen after testing several different specifications to deter-
mine which had the most favorable statistical properties. (See footnote 10 in this
appendix for a discussion of these properties.)

Each equation explains nearly all the variation in doctoral salaries, as is re-
flected in the high-Frs, and all of the regression coefficients are highly significant.
as shown by the t-statistics in parentheses. The Durbin-Watson statistic indicates
that serial correlation of error terms may remain in the equaton relating to starting
salaries for doctoral chemists after a Cochrane-Orcutt transfixmation of variables.
There are 16 observations for chemists' salaries (1960-75) and 22 for engi-
neers salaries (1954-75). Similar analysis for physicists and mathematicians
produced very low R2's or coefficients which lacked significance or were of the
wrong sign.

7

Tabb A4. ',winning Wades for doctoral chotniato and ongistaara

Doctors Ss

_

-
Regression equation fil

Climb's-
Watson
statistic

Regression
technique

Chemists SALARY = 298.6 + 2.41 . R&D .99 2.9 Cochrane-
(- 52) (9.3) Oreull

.12.GRAD2 + .53 .SAL2
(-al) (8.6)

- 1621 .TeAE
(-4.7)

SALARY = -7325.0 + 1.57 SAIDA .96 2.6 Coctwane.
(- 4,3) (9.8) Orcutt

+ 20."46 . R&D 1.12 . GRAD
(5 9) (- 10.1)

Source: Ameiican Chemical SOWN. College Pfacentent CounCt and National Science Foundation
Note: hkenbers in parentheses rater to Wittleatics.

Utilization of SE Doctorates

Academia

This section expands the text discussion of the projection methods used for
the largest category of utilization of S/E doctorates. academia. The next section
discusses industrial R&D employment.

For each broad field, regression analysis related the number of full-time aca-
demic staff, including nondoctorates, in January of a given year to the independent
variables listed below.

BACCthe total number of baccalaureates awarded m a single broad field
BACC (1)the total number of baccalaureates awarded in all SE fields except the social sciences
BACC (2)--the totel number of baccalaureides awarded in all SE fields
PHDthe total number of Ph.D.'s awarded m a sincye broad field
THOEa trend variable equal to the number of the observation (e.g one for the first observation)
BACCTIMEthe wattage BACC divided ay the trend variable
BACC(1).TIMEthe variable BACC(1) divided by the trend variable
BACC(2);T1MEihe variable BACC(2) divided by the trend variable.

There were eic,it observations for the perkid 1965 to 1976. Different equation
specifications were tested to determine which variables best explained past vari-
ation in academic employment. Those specifications which seem most consistent
with what is known about the types of courses taken by students in different fields
and those which had the best statistical properties appear in jhble A-7.la For each

Se* footnote 10 In en appieidni Ordinary least squares were used in all cases because CocrilaneOtcun
transform:Ions correct for correlation between error terms tri adpicent obseryahons If observations we separated by
gaps of unequal length. as in this case. these kanstorriatons we not posstble

7 IT
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Table A-7. Employment of adencalenglneenng tacefty

Field

Physical
sconces:

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

Engineering'
(1)

Th
(2)

(3)

(4)

(SI

Mathematical
sciences
(1)

(21

(3)

(4)

Life sciences
11)

(2)

13)

(4)

(5)

Social sciences
111

121

22.941
(7-7)
4249
(1.3)

12,772
(6.1)

25,415
(14.0)
22,593
(9,0)

Variables

MCC I lirce,(1) EtACC(2) PHD TIW

0.316
2.6)

0.052
(2.1)
.186

(6.4)

312
(2.6)

0.070
(8.8)
_920 315

(2.4) (3.0)
470
(8,3)

BACC/1 SACC(i y SACC(2)/
PAW TIME TIW

0.330
1- 82)

- 0.056
( - 7 5)

,- 0.038
(-6.9)

Durbin-
Watson
MOW

.99

2.8

2.7

2.1

2.4

2.5

17,799
(8.7)

10.963
(4,6)

14.260

(9-9)
19.715
(6 8)

20223
(9 6)

130

(2 9)
.077

(4.6)

.024
(1.3)
012
1.7)

.030
(5.4)

.124

( 7-5)

1.099
.6)

10,867
( 4.9)

5.079
( .9)
3.282
1.1)

.080
(11.8)

.210
(13.7)

.154 295
(2.9) (1.1)

.050 409
(2.8) 1.7)

.039
( - 3.5)

.024
3.2

.96

.78

.83

.94

.94

2.0

2.3

2,3

1.9

1.9

.96

.97

.98

.97

1.3

2.5

2.0

1.5

6.838
(1 6)

18.346

(SS)
8,029
(1 5)

18,174
(5 1)

18.786
(10 6)

12279
(2 0)

22 786
(4 9)

1%3

(5 7)

216
(5 5)

.246
(8.3)

.211

(2 4)

090
- (7 6)

0.981
( ,4)

085 .490
(2.0) ( .2)

3.160
(4.6)

137
(5 9)

.92

.91

92

91

.98

2.5

1.6

2 1

1.5

2.6

Nob- Numbers in parentheses are t statistics

...11

.85

.84

1 4
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field the ecsiatiCn listed first was used to project total staff, except in the soCial
sciences.'9 In the physical and life scie ices, specifications wing BACCS(1) (all Si
E baccalaureates less the social sciences) were chosen for the projection equa-
tions to reflect the seivice function performed by faculty ki these two fetch; for
students majoring in other SIE fields. (It is assumed that social Warms wider-
graduates do not take natural sciences courses as frequently as do otkir S/E
students.) BACC(2) (all S/E baccalaureates) warms in the projection eqi.L'ions
for the mathematical sciences on the basis of the assunmation that faculty in thft
field instruct all S/E undergraduates. On the other hand, few nonengineering stu-
dents enroll in engineering courses so BACC (in this case baccalaureates in en-
gineering only) was the independent varialSe in the projection equation. In this
field as well as in the physical sciences, trend variables were also used. The text
describes how projections of regular staff with doctorates were derived from these
projections of Mal staff (p. 12).

Indmitrlal Reseerch and Development

Proiections of doctoral emp.oyment were based upon historical relationships
between total S/E staff. EMPLOY, and expenditures by major industrial groups,"
R&D, as estimated by linear regression ai ialyses of the annual data for the period
1958-76. Results are summarized in table A-8. The trend variable, TIME, ap-
pears in the three equations where its coefficient was statisticaffy siwificant. AN
coefficients are statistically significant at .05, except the constant term for electrical
equipment.

Future staffing was estimated with these equations and projected growth rates
for R&D expenditures by industry presented in 1985 R&D Funding Projec1Ions.2'
The projected employment for the seven industry groups were summed and mul-
tiplied by 1.16 to impute the smaller inckrstries not included in the regressions.22
The text describes how projections of doctoral staff by field were derived from
these estimates of total future staff (p. 13).

' As explained in the oexi tp 121 the protections assume that fulihme social sciences faculty. inducang nondoc-
tastes. vell be congers throughout the proarcban penod

" National Science Foundabon. Research end Deve0opment in Industry. annual senes Mashington. 0 C
20402 Susi of Doctonents, U.S. Gooernment Partin Office )

' National Sconce Foundation 1985 RID Funding Profecnons INSF 76 314) {Washington. 0 C 20402 Supt
of Documents. U S Govematerd Priding Moe

12 The excluded wade/nes employed 16 porters as many scientrids and engineers sn R&D amides as did the
industries included in the regressions in 1976 The excluded mdustnes were food textiles, lumber. paper. petrdeum.
rubber stone, primary MeteS. fabricated melds and nonmenufactuang

Table A-11. Employment of ecierdiete end engineers
hi Industrial mean* and development

Regression
Durbin-
Watson Regression

Industry equation statistic technique

chemicals and allied EMPLOY 23.9 + .006 R&D 1.5 Orcknary
moducts (6.4) (2.1) least liquifies

+ .347. TIME
(2.35)

Professional EMPLOY 5.0 4 .013. R&D 1 6 Ordinary
and scientc
iratniments

(8.4) (13.8) least squares

Aircraft and EMPLOY 5.7 .013 -R&D .97 1.5 Ordinary
missiles (1.8) (219) least squwes

+ .297.TIME
(2.5)

Machinery .. EMPLOY = 12.0 .014 -RD .91 1.6 Cochrane-
(1.8) (3.8) Orcult

Electrical equipmelt EMPLOY 12.5 + .023 R&D .64 a Cochrane-
& communication . ( 1.2) (9.3)

Motor vehicles & EPA3LOY 22,4 4 .003 R&D 96 2.0 Cochrane-
motor vehicle
ecnnixnerit . .

(6.0) (1.7) Orcutt

Nonmanufactunng EMPLOY 1 1 4 .014 R&D
(1.6) (7.9)
.239 TIME

1 5 Ordinary
least
squares

(3.6)

Note Numbers in parentheses refer to 1.stebslics
Source National Science Fountisson
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3. Comparison of NSF/ and BLS Projections
Projeations by the Bureadof Lgior Statistics (BLS) of the Ita 3ply and utiliza-

tion of doctoral scientists and engineers" largely argee With estimates presented
by the National Science Foundation (NSF) in this report The respective projec-
tions are close in spite of differences in the concepts and techniques used by the
two agencies.

NSF and BLS agree on the overall balance between supply and utilization as
well as on the possibility of growing imbalances in the four broad fields of science.
More specifically, the two differ by only a few thousand on both the futuce supply
and utilization of doctoral physical scientists and mathematicians. Also NSF and
BLS agree closely on future utilization in the life-ead social sciences, but 13LS
projects about 15,000 more doctoral life scientists and about 5,000 more social
science doctorate-holders. Only for engimering do the two sets of projections dif-
fer on the future nature of the labor market. BLS foresees a small shortage of
doctoral engineers, whereas NSF estimates that about 15,000 of this group will
hold non-S/E positions in 1987.

Most of the divergence between the two agencies on the outlook for engi-
neering and almost all of the differences on the extent of the future imbalances in
the life and social sciences can be traced to how NSF and BLS account for future
additions to supply. The National Center for Education Statistics (NCES) provides
the degree projections used by BLS." NCES derives its estimates of future de-
grees from extrapolation of trends in (1) the ratios of total doctoral awards to the
college-age population and (2) the ratios of degrees in a field to total doctorates.
Examination of NCES projections reveals that future degree totals generally differ
not ony in magnitude but also in direction of change from those generated by the
NSF model. These divergences highlight the roles in the recursive NSF model of
(1) feedback from the market to the number of doctorate graduates and (2) expec-
tations concerning demand factors.

The fairly close agreement in regard to future utilization in the four science
fields occurs in spite of differences in how the two agencies approach this ques-
tion. In contrast to NSF, which estimates the number of S/E positions available in

1982 and 1987. BLS projects to 1985 "traditional" employment for doctorates.
Such utilization is defined in terms of the propoilis.is of the labor force in a field
that were comprised of Ph.D.'t in a past period when doctoral supply and utiliza-
tion were assumed to have been in balance. An estimate of "traditional" doctoral
employment in 1985 is derived by first extrapolating 1966-70 trends in the pro-
portional representation of doctorates in a field. The extrapolated fraction for 1985
is multiplied by the BLS projection of total 1985 labor requirements in that field to
obtain the number of traditional jobs for Ph.D.'s.

Douglas Braddocv. The Oversupply of Ph 0 s to Can(ulue Through 1905 Monthly Labor Rowan*. October
1970. p 40 50

" National Ceram for Educaaon Statistics NCES Proponotis of t docotron SMtustrcs to 1985-86. NCES 77
402 [Washington :) C )
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4. Components of Fields of Science
Physical sciences: Includes chemistry, earth science, physics, geology, meteor-
ology, astronomy, metallurgy, geophysics, pharmaceutical chemistry.

Engineering: Includes aeronautical, architectural, biomedical, ceramic, chemical,
civil, electrical, engineering sciences, environmental health engineering, geologi-
cal, industrial, mechanical, mining, nuclear, petroleum, and all other forms of en-
gineering.

Mathematical sciences: Includes mathematics, statistics, computer sciences,
data processing, systems analysis, and all related fields.

Lite sckmces: Includes agriculture (except agricultural economics), forestry, bi-
ology, botany, zoology, ecology, embryology, entomology, genetics, nutrition,
plant pathology, plant physiology, anatomy, tatochemistry, biophysics, microbiol-
ogy, pathology, pharmacology, physiology, and related fields.

Social sciences: Includes agricultural economics, geography, econometrics, an-
thropology, archeology, economics, linguistics, sociology, government (political
science), demography, and psychology. (Does not include history, education, so-
cial work, public administration, or other applied fields.)

Nonscience: All other fiAds.
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